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In my role as National President I have had the good fortune 
to recently attend two international re-training conferences, the 

Africa/Middle East conference in Senegal, Africa and the European 
conference in Bristol, England. Now, I work for a small town, and 
although they have been very supportive in what I am doing, I do 
have to answer the occasional question in regards to my time away.  
For instance, I was recently asked by a member of my Board of Select-
men, what does the continent of Africa have to do with the folks in 
Rowley, Massachusetts. Fair question, right? So I explained sooner or 
later everything becomes a law enforcement issue. As law enforcement 
officers we protect and we serve. The protection part comes natural 
to us; it is the service part that is forever evolving. I went on to relate 
that one of the topics at the Africa/Middle East conference was what 
radicalizes an individual? What the discussion centered around is that 
although there are no cookie cutter reasons,  what generally radical-
izes the youth in their countries, of Nigeria, Pakistan, Uganda, Jordan 
and others, are the same things that radicalize the youth in France, 
Brussels, England, and the United States. And it is not necessarily an 
ideology, the ideology is just a catalyst, it is rather the disenfranchise-
ment, a lack of belonging, which is the driving force for many. Please 
don’t misconstrue this statement. There are countless others that are 
plain and simple, criminals, and are now just criminals with a “cause”, 
but it is the former where there is potential to reach. We need to dis-
cuss, present, and offer other options. And since most things become 
a law enforcement problem sooner or later, I don’t believe there is an 
organization in the world better positioned to change this narrative, 
to prevent and provide better options than the FBINAA and our law 
enforcement partners. They use social media, we need to use social 
media better. They provide options for belonging, we need to provide 
better options.  These options, these ideas and discussions need to take 
place in Rowley, Massachusetts as much as they do in Los Angeles, 
New York City, or Senegal, Africa.

   At the European Conference the main theme was International 
Policing, Being Better Together. Giving all that is happening in the 
world, there has never been a time when there is a need for us, as law 
enforcement professional leaders, to be better together. I believe we 
have a role in demonstrating the proper way to manage differences, 
through proactive discussions and cooperative actions. I believe it is 
important for us as an Association and a profession to lead us as a 
society in the way that we communicate. Our Association touches over 
170 countries. National origin, gender, party affiliation is never entered 
into the equation, just the desired outcome without the need for credit.  
There are no borders that our Association does not have the ability to 
cross.  We are not perfect by any stretch of imagination, but our chosen 
profession demands we strive towards it and therefore we are always 
seeking to improve. Our Mission of Impacting Communities by Pro-
viding and Promoting Law Enforcement Leadership through Training 
and Networking provides us opportunities to continuously produce for 
those we serve and to be, better together.

Greetings!

by Scott Dumas

 During my address at the National Conference in Washington 
D.C., the statement was made that law enforcement is not broken; 
and we are not. To the contrary, my view on the state of law enforce-
ment is we, as a group, are the backbone of society. We are solid. 
Because of our omnipresence we are relied upon to meet head on all 
the challenges that comes our way. We are asked to wear many hats to 
tackle those challenges, adapt and overcome obstacles to those chal-
lenges because the words “it can’t be done” are not within our vo-
cabulary. At the writing of this article it has been two weeks since a 
psychotic madman made the decision to rain down hell on a group 
of innocent citizens in Las Vegas, and we are no closer to finding the 
motives that lead to it, nor may we ever realize them. The one thing 
that was evident was the leadership that is in place to manage that 
tragic event, Sheriff Joseph Lombardo, graduate of the 227th session. 
Every Chief Executive’s nightmare, Sheriff Lombardo has handled the 
aftermath with poise, compassion, and professionalism. Although it is 
hard to fathom that this may have become the new normal, as a pro-
fession, as a society, we have to be prepared for that reality and impact 
it wherever we can.

 Our new Executive Director Mark Morgan has taken a hard look 
at our Mission and Vision statement and has made it his first priority 
to make sure everything we do as an Association is tied to it in some 
way. Every chapter has been contacted to provide feedback so we can 
redevelop and further define our strategic plan. We need to be one 
voice in the development of our law enforcement leaders. We need 
to be pliable in our actions and responses. For example, in the 1970’s 
law enforcement was not asked about the potential consequences of 
de-institutionalization, we have just been tasked with the fall out over 
the past 30-40 years. Today the largest mental health institutions in 
the United States are LA County Jail, Cook County Jail, and Riker’s 
Island.  A featured article in this publication summarizes the history 
of CIT teams, born out of a 1988 tragic event, and law enforcement’s 
response to that tragedy. Today there are hundreds of CIT agencies 
throughout the country. More are needed however because the issue 
of mental health and the percentage of individuals we deal with that 
have some sort of mental health issue on board is not going to dimin-
ish anytime soon. This is an opportunity to provide our people with 
another tool.

ASSOCIATION  PERSPECTIVE

continued on page 5
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 Before I close, I want to take a moment to recognize the first re-
sponders and every day citizens who reacted in the wake of Hurricane’s 
Harvey, Irma, and Maria. I’d also like to take a moment to remember 
Sergeant Steve Perez, 210th session, who lost his life responding dur-
ing Hurricane Harvey. Although the events have fallen from the front 
pages, the devastation left behind in the wake of these storms continues 
to impact many today.

 And lastly, our newest members to join our Association are an 
impressive bunch. Those of us who were able to attend the National 
Conference in DC got to see that first hand.  With volunteers running 
short on a few of the events, members of the 269th session volunteered 
their time and came up to the conference to fill in wherever they were 
needed.  They followed up with acting as tour guides to the FBI Acad-
emy for those that made the welcome home event. During graduation, 
their elected class speaker Marco Gonzalez, of the New York City Police 
Department delivered a powerful speech to his session mates on family, 
profession, and mission. I can assure you all, our future is bright.

 With every event I attend, and every new member I meet, reinforces 
our vision of continuous development of the world’s strongest law 
enforcement network. There is nothing that can’t be accomplished by 
a dedicated group of men and women committed to serve. Thank you 
for choosing the profession you have chosen.
 
 Be safe, be strong, be vigilant, and be proud!

           Scott A. Dumas
           President FBI NAA, Session #226 
           Rowley, Massachusetts Police Department

Association Perspective continued from page 4

C A L L  F O R  P A P E R S
CALL FOR PAPERS ON 21ST CENTURY CONTEMPORARY TRENDS, CHALLENGES, AND ISSUES

FACING THE GLOBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMUNITY 

For information on submission guidelines, please email info@fbinaa.org and enter FBINAA Associate Magazine Submission Guidelines in the subject line.

The National Academy Associate Magazine, the official publication 
of the FBI National Academy Associates (FBINAA), is seeking subject 
matter experts to write original, unpublished, continuing law 
enforcement-related education articles.

The National Academy Associate Magazine is FBINAA's bi-monthly 
magazine offering readers thought-provoking perspectives, 
information, awareness, and education concerning a variety of 
contemporary and relevant topics impacting the law enforcement 
profession and the communities they serve.

 • 21st Century Policing challenges, trends, and issues
 • State of the art management principles, cutting edge crime  
  analysis, and GIS to support crime reduction
 • Active shooter response
 • Effective intelligence and information sharing between 
  federal and local law enforcement
 • Mass casualty response
 • Problem solving techniques and strategies targeting violent  
  crime reduction
 • Youth deterrence and intelligence gathering techniques 
  designed to prevent gang participation 
 • Officer Safety, Wellness, and Resiliency
 • Opioids - the impact on policing and communities 
 • Leadership and Management 
 • Body-Worn Cameras
 • Innovations in Policing through the use of New Technologies
 • Drones/Unmanned Vehicles
 • Education and Training Trends
 • Traffic Safety
 • Personal Protective Armor and Tactical Equipment 
  Advancements
 • And Other

http://www.fbinaa.org/
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FBINAA AMBASSADOR 
 Our Ambassador Level Alliances

FBINAA STRATEGIC 
 Our Strategic Level Alliances

FBINAA PREMIER  
Our Premier Level Alliances

FBINAA SPONSOR  
Our Sponsor Level Alliances

ACADEMIC ALLIANCES

American Military University
703.396.6437  |  amuonline.com

Bethel University
855.202.6385  |  bethelcj.edu

Columbia College
803.786.3582  |  columbiasc.edu

Northcentral University
844.628.8943  |  ncu.edu/fbinaa

University of Charleston
800.995.4682  |  ucwv.edu

University of New Hampshire
603.513.5144  | law.unh.edu

University of Oklahoma
800.522.4389  |  clsinfo@ou.edu

Waldorf University
877.267.2157  | waldorf.edu

Wilmington University
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California University of Pennsylvania 
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Columbia Southern University
800.977.8449  |  columbiasouthern.edu

Saint Leo University
813.310.4365  |  saintleo.edu

St. Cloud University
320.308.0121  |  stcloudstate.edu

The George Washington University 
844.302.1429  |  
https://security.online.gwu.edu/fbinaa

Trident University
714.816.0366 x2019  |  ritzhaki@tuiu.edu

Upper Iowa University
(888) 877-3742  |  uiu.edu

William & Mary
757.221.4000 |  wm.edu

Beckley • Martinsburg • Online

FORUM-DIRECT®
YOU’RE COVERED

GOLD ACADEMIC ALLIANCES

BASIC ACADEMIC ALLIANCES
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ALASKA
n  Colonel Jim Cockrell, Session 
#195 has retired from the Alaska 
State Troopers to accept a posi-
tion as Security Supervisor with 
Tesoro at the Kenai, Alaska refin-
ery. Jim 
started his 
career with 
the Alaska 
State 
Troopers 
in 1983 
and retired 
as a Major 
in 2004. He 
worked an 
additional 
three years under a federal grant 
and retired again in 2007. He 
spent six years in private security 
before his appointment as Colo-
nel of the Alaska State Troopers 
in June 2013 and retired again in 
May 2017.  

n  The City of Ketchikan has a 
new Police Chief as of May 2017.  
Lt Joe White, Session #254 had 
served the city as the Acting 
Chief of 
Police 
since 
January 
when 
Chief Alan 
Bengaard, 
Session 
#206 re-
tired. Joe 
attended 
the Alaska 
Law Enforcement Training 
Academy in 1995 and started 
his career with the Ketchikan 
Police Department in 1996. Joe 
is married to Natalie, and they 
have five children. 

n  Alaska State Trooper Captain 
Tony April is a graduate of Ses-
sion #226 and he is a member 
of the Alaska Chapter. Tony 
was recently elected National 
Parliamentarian for the National 
Organiza-
tion of 
Black Law 
Enforce-
ment Ex-
ecutives 
(NOBLE). 
Tony was 
also nomi-
nated, 
selected, 
and 
elevated 
to Illustri-
ous Grand 
Inspector 
General 
aka 33rd 
and Last 
Degree of 
the Ma-
sons. Only 

3% of Masons are nominated 
worldwide.

n  Alaska State Trooper Captain 
Barry Wilson, graduate of Ses-
sion #244 and current Southcen-
tral Vice President of the Alaska 
Chapter was selected to repre-
sent Alaska law enforcement at 
the Law 
Enforce-
ment 
Torch Run 
for Special 
Olympics, 
World Win-
ter Games 
in Austria 
in March.

n  Colonel Steve Bear, Session 
#219 has retired from the Alaska 
State Troopers. Steve started his 
career in 1990 and rose through 
the ranks 
serving in 
the Alaska 
Wildlife 
Troopers 
side of the 
agency. 
Steve and 
his wife 
Renee 
have five 
children. 
They will be moving to Wash-
ington State as Steve has been 
appointed the Chief of Law En-
forcement with the Washington 
Department of Fish and Wildlife.

n  Juneau Police Department’s 
Deputy Chief Edwin Mercer, 
graduate of Session #259 took 
over the reins as the new Chief 
of Police at the end of July. He is 
a born and raised Alaskan from 
Sitka and 
started his 
law en-
forcement 
career in 
1992 as 
a reserve 
officer for 
the Sitka 
Police De-
partment 
until 1993 
when he was offered a full time 
police officer position.  In 2000, 
Ed was hired by the Juneau Po-
lice Department.  For the next 17 
years, he worked his way through 
the ranks as a Sergeant, Lieuten-
ant, Captain, and Deputy Chief.

The intent of this column is to communicate chapter news.  Announcements may include 
items of interest, such as member news, section activities, events, training calendar, special 
programs, etc.  Refer to the editorial submission deadlines, particularly with date sensitive 
announcements.  

Submit chapter news on the Chapter Chat Submission Form by the 1st of every even month. 
Please attach to the email high-resolution digital .jpg or .tif photos to:  
Susan Naragon  |  snaragon@fbinaa.org

continued on page 8

Tony and his comrades in the Masons did their civic duty by helping with Clean-up Day in Anchorage, 
specifically on their designated “Adopt A Road” Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. Tony is in the blue 
shirt on the right. 

Colonel Jim Cockrell, 
NA 195

Colonel Steve Bear, NA 219

Captain Tony April, NA 226

National Parliamentarian, 
Tony April

Captain Barry Wilson

Chief Joe White, NA 254

Chief Edwin Mercer, 
NA 259

STAY CONNECTED 

http://www.fbinaa.org/
mailto:snaragon@fbinaa.org
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continued from page 7

CHAPTERCHAT

n  Captain Barry Wilson helped 
carry the flame of hope on the 
Final Leg of the Torch Run to the 
Opening Games of the World 
Winter Games for Special Olym-
pics in Austria. He along with 
133 other law enforcement offi-
cers, many of whom were FBINA 
graduates, traveled across 2929 

miles of Austria through 47 cit-
ies to the opening ceremonies. 
This effort not only showed the 
LEO commitment, but also the 
international outreach of FBINA 
and it graduates in supporting 
Special Olympics and positive 
initiatives for law enforcement.

continued on page 9

ARIZONA
5.11 OPENING
n  Several members of the 
Executive Board were able to 
attend the grand opening of the 
new Phoenix 5.11 store recently.  
5.11 has been a good partner 
to the FBINA, both locally and 
nationally.

NEW GRADUATES
n  Congratulations to our latest 
NA graduates from the Arizona 
Chapter:
 
Session 268
 • Lt. James Gregory  
  Prescott Valley PD
 • Cmdr. Doug Steele  

Captain Barry Wilson helped carry the flame of hope on the Final Leg of the Torch Run to the Opening 
Games of the World Winter Games for Special Olympics in Austria.

The Law Enforcement Torch Run in Ketchikan, Alaska. Our members, Chief of Police Joseph White and 
Deputy Chief Josh Dossett of the Ketchikan Police Department participated. Joe is a graduate of Session 
#254 and Josh is a graduate of Session #238. Josh serves on the Training Committee. 

Alaska State Trooper Chad Goeden, Commander of the State Trooper Training Academy, graduate of 
the Session #266 and current Southeast Vice President of the Alaska Chapter got his entire academy class 
involved in the Law Enforcement Torch Run for Special Olympics. Chad is pictured on the far right.

The Law Enforcement Torch Run starting in Fairbanks. Organizer Alaska State Trooper Captain Barry Wilson is pictured second from the right. Fourteen communities across the State of Alaska all ran simultaneously to 
raise money and awareness for Special Olympics.

Barry is providing much encouragement for the 
youth participating.

Anchorage Police Department Chief Justin Doll, 
Session #260 (R) runs to the finish line along 
with Anchorage Mayor Ethan Berkowitz.

http://www.fbinaa.org/
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continued from page 8

CHAPTERCHAT

continued on page 32

  Peoria PD
 • Lt. Joe Pacello   
  Goodyear PD
 • Cmdr. Anthony Vasquez  
  Phoenix PD

Session 269
 • Chief William Ponce  
  Quartzsite PD
 • Major Deston Coleman
  AZ DPS
 • Lt. Corey Doggett  
  Tucson PD
 • Lt. Christopher Hiser  
  Sierra Vista PD

Session 270 (Graduating 12/15/17)

 • Deputy Chief Walter Miller 
  Flagstaff PD
 • Lt. John Brambila  
 Prescott PD
 • Cmdr. Colby Brandt  
  Glendale PD
 • Cmdr. James Jackson  
  Surprise PD

Charity Golf Tournament
n  Thanks to all that participated 
in our 3rd Annual Charity Golf 
Tournament in October. A special 
thanks to Cmdr. Jeff Grow for his 
work on putting it all together.

Chapter Training
n  We hope to see everyone at our 
next Chapter Training in 
November.  The focus of the train-
ing will be S.H.I.E.L.D. (Strength & 
Honor In Everyday Lawful Deci-
sions).  This law enforcement and 
public safety focused resiliency 
program addresses the personal 
and professional realities that can 
lead to divorce, substance abuse 
& suicide.

Volunteer Opportunities
n  Anyone wishing to help with 
the 2019 FBINAA Annual Training 
Conference being hosted by our 
Chapter is encouraged to contact 
Joe Gaylord (jgaylord@cap-az.
com) or Jim Gallagher (james.
gallagher@phoenix.gov).  In 
addition, Jim could probably use 
help with his run for Section 1 
Representative in 2019.

Joe Gaylord Award
n  Congratulations to long-
time Chapter member, Jim 
Humphries (Session 85), who 
was recently recognized with our 
Chapter’s Joe Gaylord Award.  
The award is given to deserv-
ing Chapter members for their 
dedication and support of the 
Chapter.

Retirements and Promotions
The following members of the 
Arizona Chapter have retired 
after lengthy years of service to 
the Arizona law enforcement 
community:

n  Mesa Police Assistant Chief 
Michael Soelberg (Session 258) 
retired from Mesa Police Depart-
ment and was hired as the Police 
Chief for the Town of Gilbert.
n  Assistant Chief Ramon Batista 
(Session 259) retired from the 
Tucson Police Department and 
was hired as the Police Chief for 
the Mesa Police Department.
n  Chief Dan Brown (Session 
267) left St. John and hired as the 
new Police Chief for the Winslow 
Police Department.

CALIFORNIA
n  The 2017 FBINAA Califor-
nia Chapter Executive Board 
welcomed the members to San 
Diego.

n  The California Chapter held 
its annual trainer at the beauti-
ful Hyatt Mission Bay in San 
Diego, California from August 
29 through September 01, 2017.  
The conference kicked off with a 
golf tournament at the Riverwalk 
Golf Course. A great time was 
had by all golfers. Vendors and 
sponsors were teamed up with 
NA Members. National University 
representatives Damon Martin 
and Jack Hamlin played with Past 
President Kevin Jensen, NA 222 
and 1st VP Mike Barletta, NA 222.

Following the golf tournament, 
a dinner was held to honor all 
the past presidents from the 

California Chapter at Tom Ham’s 
Lighthouse on the bay.  The San 
Diego Harbor Police conducted 
a demonstration of police boat 
capabilities. 

2007 Past National President 
Timothy Overton, NA 150, 

celebrated the evening with the 
California Past Presidents.   

Former FBI San Diego Division 
SAC and now San Diego County 
Sheriff Bill Gore welcomed the 
group.  

(L-R) 3rd VP Eric Sonstegard, IPP Russell McKinney, Treasurer Cris Trulsson, CSDC Roxana Kennedy, 
2nd VP Daman Christensen, , President Ken Tanaka, 4th VP Craig Chew, Secretary Gina Haynes, 1st VP 
Mike Barletta, Historian Wayne Ikeuchi, Training Manager Jim Smith.

(L-R) Kevin Jensen, Damon Martin, Mike Barletta, Jack Hamlin

SD Harbor Police put on a demonstration during the FBINAA CA Chapter Annual Retrainer.

http://www.fbinaa.org/
mailto:gallagher@phoenix.gov
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ARE BODY WORN CAMERAS
THE RIGHT FIT FOR ALL 
AGENCIES?

 William P. McCarty  |  John Furcon  |  Rahul Kalsi

The Veritatis Institute is an educational, non-profit foundation designed to foster a greater understanding of 
contemporary issues our leaders face today. The Institute is designed to take a research-to-practice approach 
to critical public policy issues and connect leaders and organizations who want to collaborate, in a nonpartisan 
forum to solve critical issues facing our society.

http://www.fbinaa.org/
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2015-2016 SURVEY RESULTS
 The survey began by asking respondents if their department/agency 
was currently, as of the distribution of the survey, using officer BWCs. As 
the figure immediately below indicates, the use of BWCs does not currently 
appear to be widespread in the state of Illinois, with approximately 88% of 
the 501 respondents stating that their department/agency does not currently 
use the technology and approximately 12% stating that their department/
agency does currently use the technology. A follow-up question was posed 
to those respondents whose agencies did not use BWCs, with them being 
asked about whether they plan on using them. Of those 443 respondents 
whose agencies did not use BWCs, roughly 52% reported they had no plans 
on using them in 2016, or the year in which the survey was fielded.

 Further, approximately 37% reported being unsure about using them 
in 2016. The remaining 11% stated that their agency/department planned 
on using BWCs in 2016. Put succinctly, the results suggest that few agencies 
in Illinois use BWCs and few have definitive plans on using them. 

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE BARRIERS TO YOUR DEPARTMENT/AGENCY USING 
OFFICER BODY WORN CAMERAS?  (420 TOTAL RESPONDENTS)
 Respondents representing departments/agencies that were not using 
BWCs were also asked about barriers that existed to utilizing the new tech-
nology through a question that listed nine possible impediments and asked 
respondents to check all that applied.  For those 420 respondents who re-
plied, the top four barriers were a lack of video storage capabilities ( 85%), 
cost of equipment (73%), receiving and responding to Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA) requests (72%), and being able to redact video and audio, 
when required (72%).  Other responses included: citizen privacy concerns 
(36%), citizen consent process (31%), sufficient officer training (25%), of-
ficer safety concerns (14%), and officer resistance (11%).  

 Respondents were also given an open-ended question, where they had 
the opportunity to describe the main reason(s) why their department/agency 
had no plans for using BWCs. Of those respondents who stated that their 
agency/department did not currently use BWCs, a total of 214 took the 
time to explain their rationale. Unequivocally, the top two reasons cited for 

Headlines regarding violence in America and the deterioration of the 
relationship between law enforcement and the community resulted 

in the Illinois General Assembly’s enactment of Public Act 099-0352, Police 
and Community Relations Improvement Act. This Public Act, signed by Il-
linois Governor Bruce Rauner in August 2015, addressed comprehensive 
police reform at the state level, including the use of body-worn cameras 
(henceforth “BWCs”), expanded procedural justice, training, and indepen-
dent reviews of police-involved death. The Act laid out recommendations 
for comprehensive police reform in the State of Illinois. The issues addressed 
in the Act include: 

 • Reporting officer involved deaths
 • BWCs
 • Reporting deaths, weapons discharge
 • The Commission on Police Professionalism
 • Officer conduct database
 • Pedestrian detention reporting
 • Tactics: (a) chokeholds; (b) detention and frisks
 • Enhanced training
 • Equipment

 The Veritatis Institute convened a group made up of (5) Elected & 
Appointed Municipal Leaders, (4) Law Enforcement Executives, (4) Mem-
bers of Research & Academia in December, 2015, to explore the scope 
of this new law, its effect on our communities across the State of Illinois, 
and policy alternatives and enhancements for today and for the future. 
The invitation-only participants reviewed and discussed the realities and 
perceptions of public safety in our Illinois communities, implementation 
and costs of this new law, and provided recommendations to make this law 
even more effective. 

 The outcome of the one-day forum prompted the creation of a sur-
vey to representatives of law enforcement agencies throughout Illinois in 
order to understand whether they currently use BWCs, if they plan on using 
BWCs, and what sorts of barriers exist to utilizing BWCs. 

 Given its focus on evidence-based research, members of The Veritatis 
Institute developed and distributed a 12-item survey that was fielded online 
from December 16, 2015, until January 19, 2016.  A link to the survey was 
made available to over 1,000 members of the Illinois Association of Police 
Chiefs (ILACP) and the Illinois Law Enforcement Alarm System (ILEAS).  
Potential respondents were asked that only one representative per agency 
reply to the survey. These methods resulted in a total of 501 individuals who 
responded to this survey.  

 In early 2017, a second survey was developed and distributed to 
agencies that were identified as already using BWCs in an effort to under-
stand their perceptions of the technology, including cost, positive experi-
ences and negative experiences. Agencies were identified as using BWCs, 
and thus eligible for inclusion, through conversations with law enforce-
ment officials in Illinois and BWC manufacturers. Per those conversa-
tions, a 20-item survey was sent to 60 agencies in Illinois in February, 
2017. While only a small number of respondents completed the survey 
(n=7),these responses and subsequent impressions can aid other agencies 
who are contemplating BWCs by giving them a sense of how the new 
technology can affect budgets, officers, and relations with community 
members.  

 The summaries of the results of these surveys are presented and dis-
cussed below. The complete surveys and findings can be found at http://
veritatisinstitute.org/.

continued on page 12
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tions, In February of 2017, The Veritatis Insti-
tute conducted a follow-up 20-survey sent to 
60 Illinois law enforcement agencies currently 
using BWCs. 

 Responses were received from seven (7) 
agencies with an average size of 18 sworn officers 
and an average number of 13 officers using BWCs. 
The modal, or most common response, was that 
officers in those agencies received 1-2 hours of 
training on BWCs and on average respondents re-
ported having used BWCs in their agencies for 2 
years. All respondents reported that their agencies 
have a written policy on the use of BWCs.

 While only a small number of respondents 
completed the survey (n=7), these responses and 
subsequent impressions can aid other agencies who 
are contemplating BWCs by giving them a sense 
of how the new technology can affect budgets, of-
ficers, and relations with community members.

 As the table below indicates, just over 70% 
of respondents were very satisfied or satisfied 
with using BWCs. It is interesting to note that 
the remaining two respondents expressed being 
very dissatisfied with BWCs.

DESCRIBE YOUR OVERALL LEVEL OF SATISFACTION 
WITH USING OFFICER BODY WORN CAMERAS?
Respondents also asked about cost(s) of per 
camera purchases, other equipment costs, costs 
of services to support the equipment (storage, 
maintenance, etc.), and other non-equipment 
costs. The modal response to those questions 
on cost were that they were about what the 
agency expected, as opposed to being more than 
expected or less than expected. Familiarity with 
the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn 
Body Camera and Management Act remained 
high, with 71% of the seven respondents report-
ing that they were extremely, moderately, or 
somewhat familiar with the legislation. It should 
also be noted that the remaining 2 respondents 
were only slightly familiar with the law, the 
parameters of which they required to follow as 
agencies using BWCs.
 
 In response to a question about whether 
they plan to discontinue (i.e. stop using) officer 

dents  do not plan to discontinue using the 
technology in light of the requirements in the 
new Illinois law. An additional 23% of respon-
dents don’t know if they plan to discontinue the 
use of BWCs. Finally, 12% plan to discontinue 
the use of BWCs in light of the requirements in 
the new law. While it is a net positive that 65% 
plan to continue using BWCs, the percentage of 
respondents who plan to discontinue or don’t 
know is at least somewhat troubling given the 
overall broad satisfaction expressed with BWCs 
(i.e. 93% satisfied or very satisfied). 

CONCLUSIONS FROM 2015-2016 SURVEY
 The results of the 2015-2016 survey coalesce 
into several themes. First, the vast majority of de-
partments/agencies in Illinois are not currently us-
ing BWCs, nor do many have definitive plans on 
using them in the near future.  Second, barriers 
to using BWCs are many, and some of the stron-
gest are a lack of video storage capabilities, cost of 
equipment, receiving and responding to FOIA re-
quests, and being able to redact video and audio 
when required.  Open-ended responses also suggest 
the two main reasons for not adopting the technol-
ogy are cost and concerns about complying with 
Illinois Law Enforcement Body-Worn Camera and 
Management Act. Fi-
nally, a small, but grow-
ing, percentage of de-
partments/agencies are 
currently using, or have 
plans to use BWCs. The 
agencies already using 
BWCs express over-
whelming satisfaction 
with the technology, 
and cite the benefits as 
far as evidence, officer safety, 
and transparency.  

2017 FOLLOW-UP SURVEY RESULTS
 Agencies were identified as using BWCs, 
and thus eligible for inclusion, through conver-
sations with law enforcement officials in Illinois 
and BWC manufacturers. Per those conversa-

not using BWCs were cost and the issues with 
the Illinois law.  For example, in terms of cost, 
one respondent stated:
 “We are a small department and the costs 
associated with the use and retention of video 
footage, coupled with the tracking and report-
ing requirements makes the use of these cam-
eras a burden on the department and city.”

As another example, in terms of the Illinois law:
 “The Illinois legislature made the body 
camera law so restrictive that it will cost too 
much to implement the program. I really would 
like to have body cameras but under the law, it 
is not practical. I would have thought that the 
legislature would have drafted the law so agen-
cies would use them, not stay away from them.”

 Questions then shifted to the Illinois Law 
Enforcement Body-Worn Camera and Manage-
ment Act, with 80% of the 427 respondents 
whose agencies were not using BWCs respond-
ing that they were somewhat familiar, moderately 
familiar, or extremely familiar with what is con-
tained in the new legislation. Awareness of the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Body-Worn Camera 
and Management Act was high among this group 
of respondents whose agencies were using BWCs, 
with 92% of the 54 respondents being somewhat 
familiar, moderately familiar, or extremely famil-
iar with what is contained in the legislation.

 Several additional observations could be 
made based on the responses of those in agen-
cies currently using BWCs. For one, as the fig-
ure below indicates, those respondents expressed 
overwhelming satisfaction with BWCs, as close 
to 93% of the 54 respondents were satisfied or 
very satisfied with using the technology.

DESCRIBE YOUR OVERALL LEVEL OF SATISFACTION 
WITH USING OFFICER BODY WORN CAMERAS.  
(54 RESPONDENTS)
 Further, and most importantly among this 
group of respondents who report their agency/
department uses BWCs, 65% of the 50 respon-

Are Body Worn Cameras the Right Fit for All Agencies? continued from page 11

continued on page 36
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# ANSWER % COUNT

1 VERY DISSATISFIED 28.57% 2

2 DISSATISFIED 0.00% 0

3 SATISFIED 28.57% 2

4 VERY SATISFIED 42.86% 3

– TOTAL 100% 7
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OFFICER SAFETY AND 
WELLNESS

The Executive Board of the FBI 

National Academy Associates 

is dedicated to furthering 

the conversation on officer 

safety and wellness issues that 

impact the law enforcement 

profession. The Associates Maga-

zine highlights challenges that 

are inherent to the profession 

and present solutions to those 

looking to enhance their own 

personal resiliency or that 

of their agencies.

RESILIENC Y
AND POST 
TRAUMATIC 
GROWTH
Andy Carrier

http://www.fbinaa.org/
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tually anyone. Resilience should be considered a 
process, rather than a trait to be had. It is a process 
of individuation through a structured system with 
gradual discovery of personal and unique abilities. 
Several studies have shown that fifty percent of 
the ability to utilize resiliency comes from par-
ents, or those that had a direct impact on a child’s 
upbringing. From this, it can be concluded that 
roughly half of one’s ability to practice resiliency 
is engrained at an early age.  The other determin-
ing factor is what is learned through teaching and 
training. So, yes, we can learn to be resilient as 
well. An example of this could be learned from 
the American Psychological Association’s (APA) 
“Ten Ways to Build Resilience”:
 1. To maintain good relationships with close  
  family members, friends and others;
 2. To avoid seeing crises or stressful events as  
  unbearable problems;
 3. To accept circumstances that cannot be  
  changed;
 4. To develop realistic goals and move 
  towards them;
 5. To take decisive actions in adverse 
  situations;
 6. To look for opportunities of self-discovery  
  after a struggle with loss;
 7. To develop self-confidence;
 8. To keep a long-term perspective and 
  consider the stressful event in a broader  
  context;
 9. To maintain a hopeful outlook, expecting  
  good things and visualizing what is wished;
  10. To take care of one's mind and body, 
  exercising regularly, paying attention to  
  one's own needs and feelings.

do some officers develop PTSD, while others who 
were involved in the same incident are not nearly 
as impacted? Let’s first define what a critical inci-
dent is. According to police psychologist, Roger 
Solomon, a critical incident is any situation be-
yond the realm of a person’s usual experience that 
overwhelms his or her sense of vulnerability and/
or lack of control over the situation. In our pro-
fession, we like to be in control. It’s how it’s sup-
posed to be. When control is lost, it can be cause 
for great panic for many. It’s not in our DNA to 
not be in control of a given situation. 

 In the aftermath of a traumatic critical in-
cident some officers seem to move forward well, 
while others struggle. The ability to forge on 
through adversity speaks to both past engrained 
experiences and learned behaviors. Michael Rut-
ter, MD, believes that resilience is one's ability 
to bounce back from a negative experience with 
"competent functioning". Resilience is not a rare 
ability; in reality, it is found in the average indi-
vidual and it can be learned and developed by vir-

Granted, some officers will leave law en-
forcement for various reasons, such as 

higher paying jobs, better hours or location.  
Then there are the officers who leave because 
of job related stress, which, most of the time, 
spills over into their personal lives, disrupting 
and corroding the family unit.  Key factors that 
will always speak to an officers’ successful career 
over the long haul, is their ability to practice re-
silience, the psychological hardiness they possess 
and self-efficacy to follow through with commit-
ment and determination.  

 Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 
has become a household term within our military. 
Over the last two decades, PTSD has found its 
way into the law enforcement field as an official 
diagnosis as well. Although, nearly all who make 
a lengthy career in law enforcement will experi-
ence Post-Traumatic Stress, not all who experi-
ence a traumatic event or critical incident, such 
as we face in law enforcement on a daily basis, 
will develop full-blown PTSD. Why is this? Why 

There are many factors that come into play in defining a long, successful 
career in law enforcement. As a matter of fact, there aren’t too many 
professions that demand more of a person than those who carry a gun 
and wear a badge.  There are those intangibles that we all think of, such 
as honesty, integrity, character and physical/psychological well-being. 
These areas are all considered when hiring prospective candidates.  
However, there is no sure-fire way to predict a rookie officer’s staying 
power.

continued on page 37
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AN UNEXPECTED ENCOUNTER: TIPS FOR LAW 
ENFORCEMENT DEALING WITH DEAF PEOPLE

Probably the most trying and critical moment you’ll 
face as a law enforcement officer encountering a deaf 
person is simply figuring out that they’re deaf. Once 
you know that, you can generally proceed according 
to some best practices and standard tips, and usually 
have a fairly friction-free encounter. But if you are 
investigating someone who seems unresponsive, 
and you haven’t yet figured out they’re deaf—well, 
then things can get dicey. 

You might assume a deaf person is being deliberately defiant or even 
belligerent if she does not respond to you immediately, for instance. 

Or a deaf person might reach into her pocket to pull out a card that tells 
you “I Am Deaf,” and your alarms might go off because it could appear she 
is reaching for a gun. 

 Fortunately, few law enforcement encounters with deaf people escalate 
to an alarming level. Most of them proceed not that differently than they 
might with any other person. But the more you know, the better prepared 
you are. Many officers are unsure about the best way to interact with deaf 
people, and wonder: Is it reasonable to expect that they can read my lips? If 
they have a companion who knows sign language, can I use the companion 
as an interpreter? Is it safe to communicate by writing messages? What else 
am I legally required to know and do? 

continued on page 38
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THE FBI
NATIONAL
ACADEMY 

ASSOCIATION’S  
GLOBAL 

NETWORK
For over eighty years, the FBI National Academy has 

been training law enforcement officers to elevate the 

levels of expertise and build bonds of friendship and 

networking. Today, each FBI National Academy Session 

has about 25 international students accounting for ten 

percent of the class.

T          housands of international law enforcement leaders from over 
170 countries have graduated from the National Academy Pro-

gram. As global crime and terror risk continue to rise, the stronger 
the need for higher levels of international cooperation, collaboration 
and law enforcement expertise. The FBI continues to put a priority on 
offering and coordinating international training opportunities for its 
partners around the world.

The FBINAA International Chapters
The FBI National Academy Associates is the strongest law enforcement 
leadership network in the world with nearly 17,000 members around 
the globe. Members are part of 48 Chapters – 44 U.S. and 4 Interna-
tional Chapters. It is through the networking and training at National 
and Chapter events where the network is forged and enhanced.  This 
past year each of the four International Chapters held their training 
events. Each event included a full agenda of 21st Century contempo-
rary training and social networking.

continued on page 19
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FBINAA LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN CHAPTER RETRAINER
Buenos Aires, Argentina | April 23-27, 2017

FBINAA ASIA-PACIFIC CHAPTER RETRAINER 
Siem Reap, Cambodia | June 18-21, 2017

FBINAA EUROPEAN CHAPTER RETRAINER 
Bristol, England | September 22-28, 2017

European photo credit: Danielle Masucci

FBINAA AFRICA/MIDDLE EAST CHAPTER RETRAINER
Dakar, Senegal | August 14-18, 2017

Global Network continued from page 18
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T          he challenge, of course, is the way policing is set up in the United 
States. There are more than 18,000 police departments that all oper-

ate under different state, county, and local laws and many more when you 
add in public safety departments. This article will discuss the ways some of 
these departments have responded to the call for change and provide a blue-
print for progressive policing in the 21st Century.  

 States around the country have been grappling with how to improve 
policing, balancing community criticism about excessive force and the con-
cerns of law enforcement agencies under increasing political pressure to tamp 
down crime rates. Across the country, states have been considering a range of 
measures to grant more rights to victims of police brutality, roll back special 
protections for police accused of wrongdoing and allow greater transparency 
of police disciplinary boards. Ricardo Lopez provided this overview of the 
situation in the Minneapolis Star Tribune, October 13, 2016. 

 So where do we begin to address these critical issues? First, start at the 
top: CEOs (presidents, vice presidents, mayors and city Managers) that over-
see police or public safety agencies need to have hard discussions with their 
chiefs. CEOs must ask, “Is our police department accredited?” and develop 
an understanding of the accreditation process along with the benefits of 
being an accredited agency. If the agency is not accredited, make certain 
that obtaining accreditation is part of the agency’s strategic plan. University 
administrators understand the value of accreditation in their numerous pro-
grams. Having a police or public safety agency that is accredited shows the 
agency’s and university’s continuing commitment to keeping students safe by 
having the best possible organization. There is no doubt that going through 
the accreditation process makes an agency a better organization that adheres 
to best practices in law enforcement.

 Many states offer excellent accreditation programs. If your state does not, 
then the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administra-
tors (IACLEA) Accreditation program is the way to go for campus law en-
forcement. If your department has already received state accreditation, pursing 
IACLEA Accreditation will take you to the next level. This program is campus 
law enforcement specific and helps address the many unique aspects of campus 
policing. The Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement (CALEA) 
is another option for agencies, as well. With more than 18,000 agencies, we 
need some type of standardization, and accreditation provides that.  

 For agency chiefs, the accreditation process provides the opportunity to 
take a hard look at all facets of the department and to use this as a blueprint 
for change in pursuit of excellence. Accreditation standards provide the 
framework for developing policies, procedures, trainings, and for adopting 
the best practices in the industry. While the agency is going through the 
accreditation self-assessment process, progressive agencies pursue many of 
the best practices that dovetail with accreditation. The agency must have the 
support of the CEO to make this happen as there is a lot of work involved 

and some plant modifications may be required. However, failure to pur-
sue excellence through accreditation does not seem like an option in these 
challenging times for law enforcement.

 One critical area that agencies must address is bias in policing. The 
accredited agency will have policy and training in this regard. One of the 
better-regarded programs is Fair and Impartial Policing (FIP). This philoso-
phy is a new way of reflecting on bias, based on an understanding that all of 
us have biases.  The old way of addressing this was to point out bad behavior 
and tell cops to stop the behavior. This caused some to feel police are full of 
racist, biased officers, which is not the case.

 Dr. Lorie Fridell, former Director of Research for the Police Executive 
Research Forum (PERF), is one of the leaders in this field and has devel-
oped a great research-based training program that numerous police agencies 
throughout the country have adopted. The training examines explicit and 
implicit biases that we all have and how they may cause police to respond 
as a result.  I equate teaching this program to officers with teaching ethics. 
I do not believe you can teach police officers (or any adults) ethics, as they 
have spent many years developing their ethical standards. However, you can 
teach ethical behavior and ethical decision-making so officers use these tools 
in their decision-making process.  

 There are several accreditation standards that mandate policy/proce-
dures dealing with use of force. Current programs including de-escalation 
and tactical retreat training must be part of this. This is often a culture shift 
from old academy training that implied officers must immediately handle 
every situation they encounter. Progressive police and public safety agen-
cies have policies that address this, and they train their officers in modern 
de-escalation techniques including when tactical retreat might be the best 
immediate course of action. Interpersonal communications training such as 
Verbal Judo has proven effective in reducing the likelihood of having to use 
force. Many agencies have developed and trained groups of officers in crisis 
intervention and implemented Crisis Intervention Teams (CIT) to specifi-
cally deal with individuals with mental illness or other immediate crisis. This 
is an often-recommended best practice that has the potential to significantly 
improve citizen and officer safety (see http://www.iacp.org/onemindcam-
paign for additional recommendations).

 Perhaps no area is better addressed through accreditation than proce-
dural justice. The concept implies that when fair procedures are followed 
there is a greater likelihood of a fair outcome. The accredited agency has 
gone through the accreditation standards and developed policy and pro-
cedures as required to maintain consistency, fairness, and transparency. To 
complement policy adoption, there must be appropriate training to make 
sure officers understand and follow procedures. Clearly, people feel affirmed 
if they are treated with respect, and there is a far greater likelihood they will 
accept the outcome. Every good cop has stories of being thanked after issu-

Gerald W. Schoenle, Jr.

PROGRESSIVE POLICING IN THE 21st 
CENTURY: A BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE

We are all well aware of the need for criminal justice reform. At the heart of that reform should be police 

reforms, for policing is the most visible part of the criminal justice system.  The good news is that progressive 

agencies constantly make reforms and improvements, for we know policing cannot remain stagnant.

continued on page 37
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Billy Gibson

Each time I talk with people and read information about them 
in preparation for the Spotlight article, I am humbled and im-

pressed by their stories. Billy Gibson’s story is no exception. Many of 
you see and have seen Billy attending local, national and international 
FBINAA events and are familiar with his kind and calming manor. I 
am honored to present his story below.

 Billy was born in the late 1930’s in the town of Pageland, South 
Carolina, and spent his early years on the family farm in the nearby small 
town of Mt. Croghan. During World War II, the family moved to Charles-
ton South Carolina where his father worked in the Naval Ship Yard. 

 In 1946 the family moved back to their farm home where they 
constructed and operated a community grocery store. Billy comment-
ed that being raised on a farm has so many benefits, and even though 
it is a hard life, there is so much to learn that you could not experience 
in any other way. In 1948, their home was consumed by fire taking 
his father's life. Billy was ten years old at that time. After the fire, he 
and his mother moved into a barn located behind the store and stayed 
there for two years. They had a well for water and an outhouse for their 
rest room, there was no electricity in the building. While it was a rough 
couple of years, Billy found it to be most interesting and learned a lot 
about life during this experience. He recalls waking up one morning 
with snow covering his bed and states “while there were hardships, he 
and his mother made the best of the situation and grew stronger in their 
resolve to succeed in life.”  

 During those two 
years they were able to 
construct a new home 
by disassembling a farm 
house on the property 
and, using that mate-
rial, framed their new 
home. In addition to 
attending school, Billy 
drove a school bus. The 
state paid student driv-
ers $25.00 per month 
for driving and a $35.00 
bonus at the end of the 
school year, if you didn't 
have a wreck. Big bucks 
at that time! Billy would 
also work on the farm in 
the afternoons.  At the 

age of 16 he graduated 
from Mt. Croghan High School and became a full-time farmer as well 
as assisting his mother in operating their country store.

 For fun, Billy learned to play the guitar. In l955 he became part 
of a band called “The Cardinals.”  They began as a country music band 
but moved onto Rock and Roll under the influence of Elvis, Chuck 
Berry and many other stars. 

 Also during this period of time, the US Air Force Defense Com-
mand started a volunteer Ground Observer Corp program to monitor 
aircraft throughout the US. The family country store was selected as 

by Pat Davis

one of the sites for monitoring, and the Corp enlisted fifty-five vol-
unteers in the area to participate in the program. That's when Billy 
became involved with Air Force personnel, which would later result in 
his joining that branch of service.  In 1959, after the program was de-
activated, Billy made the decision to join the Air Force. He disbanded 
his band, sold all the equipment, and in April 1959 became an airman.  
This move changed his life forever. His hope and plan was to become 
an Air Traffic Controller, complete his four year term and return to the 
farm where he would secure a job at the Charlotte, North Carolina 
Airport as an air traffic controller and live happily ever after.

 As fate would have it, his plan was short lived when he learned 
that the Air Force did not need any air traffic controllers, and he was 
assigned to the security service branch. Upon requesting information 
concerning the program, he was told “We don't know, it's top secret.” 
After completing basic training, Billy was transferred to Goodfellow 
AFB in San Angelo, Texas to receive advanced security training.  He 
completed the training with the highest GPA in the class and, as a re-
sult, was provided a list of possible duty assignments given first choice 
on where he would like to relocate.  The list of sites included, England, 
Scotland, and other choice assignments.  However, being a farm boy, 
Billy chose Alaska with visions of moose, caribou, bear, and salmon 
fishing. Other class members thought he was crazy, but he was excited.  
Billy reflects that this assignment would prove to be the best choice 
for him, as it was in Alaska that he met and married his wife, Phyllis.  
When he first noticed her, she was a participant in the Miss Alaska 
pageant. He later discovered that they attended the same church. It 
was at church that they became acquainted and the rest is history. Their 
fifty-five year joyous history includes two children, three grandchildren 
and one great grandchild with another on the way.

 After completing his four year commitment to the Air Force, Billy 
and Phyllis returned to the Gibson farm in Mt. Croghan. Shortly after 
returning to South Carolina, he became a member of the Chesterfield 
County Sheriff's office as a Deputy Sheriff. Billy worked with that 
agency for twelve years and during his tenure with them was selected 
to attend the 93rd session of the FBI National Academy.  

 In the early 1970's the GI bill was put back into operation, and 
with this opportunity Billy secured his degree in Criminal Justice from 
the University of South Carolina. In l976 he became Police Chief of 
the Pageland, SC Police Department and remained with that agency 
for six years. During his tenure with that department, the agency re-
ceived the Southern Bell Award of Excellence as the most outstanding 
law enforcement agency in S.C. It was the first small agency ever to 
have ever received this award.
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 Billy served as Director of Public Safety for the Town of Chester-
field South Carolina for one year. For the next sixteen years he worked 
at the South Carolina Criminal Justice Academy; starting as the Field 
Training Director and moving positions up to the Academy Director 
position before retiring December 31, 1999.

 In l994, the National Academy secured office space at the FBI 
Academy and employed its first Executive Director, Les Davis a re-
tired FBI special agent. One of Les’s first tasks was to select people 
for the role of Secretary/Treasurer to take care of the day-to-day busi-
ness in the respective sections of the Association. Billy was selected to 
serve for Section III. The four secretary/treasurers were responsible for 
running the daily operations of their section. They collected annual 
dues, distributed annual membership cards, and wrote newsletters to 
each Chapter, as there was no Association Magazine at that time. They 
maintained their own bank account's to deposit the dues collected and 
to pay all bills received from their Section representative and other 
board members. They also played an important role in the Annual 
Conference preparation as well as provide support for all board meet-
ings at the Academy.

 The four secre-
tary/treasurers served 
in those positions 
for a four year term 
and were then re-
appointed to another 
term with the goal 
of working them-
selves out of a job. 
This would happen 
two years later, and it 
was at the 2001 NA 
Annual Conference 
conducted in Char-
lotte, NC where they 
had accomplished 
their mission and the 
positions were abol-
ished. Recognition for 
their outstanding contributions to the National Academy Associates 
consisted of a proclamation, engraved NA rings and a gold lifetime 
membership card.  

 It was during this conference that the Executive Board rec-
ognized the need for the Association to have a chaplain and Billy 
was tapped to develop and implement that program. He gladly ac-
cepted that assignment and over the next thirteen years we enjoyed 
reading his articles (Chaplain's Corner) in each issue of our Associate 
Magazine.

 During his tenure as Chaplain, he conducted memorial services 
for 1,104 NA graduates at our Annual Conferences and is so grateful 
that only five of those deaths were by adversarial action. He fondly 
recalls the many times that he had the opportunity to offer counsel to 
NA members and, in most cases, was able to assist them with whatever 
matters they were experiencing. In 2013, Billy retired from the Execu-
tive Board and assisted with the selection of his successor, Chaplain 
Dan Bateman. 

 As he looks back over his career in law enforcement, he proudly 
feels that he made a difference by his contributions. One of which, 
was assisting people in avoiding prison, my guess is he did this 
through counseling and example. He considers the highlight of his 
career as attendance at the National Academy which contributed 
greatly to his professional success. He cherishes the many friends he’s 
made through the NAA and stays in contact with many of them on 
a regular basis. 

 Billy and Phyllis continue to live in Columbia, South Carolina 
and maintain and operate the family farm in Mt. Croghan; the couple 
also owns and operates a travel agency and has many opportunities to 
travel the world. 

 In October of 2016, Billy had quadruple by-pass open heart 
surgery from which he has recovered fully. He feels very strongly 
that what failures he has experienced in life were of his own mak-
ing and his successes are attributed to his faith in and service to 
God.

Addendum: Since drafting this Spotlight, I have learned that the South 
Carolina legislature enacted legislation to create a Law Enforcement 
Hall of Fame to be housed at the Criminal Justice Academy. 2017 is 
the first year for inductees and Billy was nominated and approved to 
be a member of the inaugural class of seven inductees. Others in the 
group include: Chief J.P. Strom the long- time Chief of the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division who was a graduate of the 37th 
Session of the National Academy and served as National President in 
l964-65; Sheriff I. Bird Parnell, a graduate of the 53rd Session who 
served as our National President in l981. Both men have long been 
deceased but, Billy states “I felt so honored to be selected among this group 
of special leaders and to still be alive to receive this honor; the NA did good 
in this first class.”

    Patrick Davis, Session 152
    FBINAA Historian

Historian's Spotlight continued from page 22
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR  CHAPLAIN

is the understanding we know what pure motives drew us into this 
noble profession. However, by the very nature of what we do and how 
we must act in our careers, we face the constant pressure of “forgetting” 
how we are to be with those we should cherish the most... our families.  

 Whether it was recalling an important touchstone to remind us 
of what is most important or the mountaintops and valleys we face in 
our careers and in our homes, remembering is key to keeping us on the 
path. Likewise, important milestones change in our lives but should 
never disappear to be replaced by the stagnation of self-satisfaction.  
Finally, we were reminded of the oft-neglected transparency we need in 
our homes as we pour ourselves into our careers and, sometimes, leave 
little for those we need to love most.

 As I close, I want to leave you with a few thoughts. First, you and 
the FBI National Academy Associates will always be in my prayers as I ask 
God to bless each and every one of you and the great responsibilities you 
bear in leading your officers. Secondly, while I bid you farewell, I prefer 
to use a more ancient rendering of the phrase by stating “Fare thee well” 
meaning “May all go well with you”. Even more pointedly, may I suggest 
you go with God who makes all things well , even in our darkest hours.

 Finally, I conclude with an episode found the Bible’s Old Testa-
ment book of Genesis, Chapter 31, Verse 19 where Laban and Jacob 
made a covenant between each other: “It was also called Mizpah, be-
cause he said, “May the Lord keep watch between you and me when we 
are away from each other.”  This phrase, called Mizpah, is sometimes 
embodied in jewelry by a split coin made into two necklaces where 
these cherished words of commitment and promise are worn separately 
as a special covenant between two people. The coin is pictured here:

  Only when the coins are brought together does the phrase be-
come a complete statement once more and represents a renewal of that 
sacred covenant. And so it is a promise I make with you as I bid you 
“Fare thee well” – may the Lord keep watch between you and me when 
we are away from each other.

Peace and blessings,

Dan Bateman, Chaplain
dbateman@fbinaa.org      
586.484.3164

Thank You, Blessings, and Fare (Thee) Well

by Dan Bateman

This article marks the end of my 4-year tenure as your Chaplain 
and I cannot find adequate words to express my appreciation for 

your support and kindness. It’s been a whirlwind journey and exempli-
fies what the Holy Scriptures state in the Bible’s New Testament book of 
James in Chapter 4, verse 14: “You are a mist that appears for a little 
while and then vanishes.” Yes, the four years have flown by and you 
have been gracious to allow me to serve. It has always been my prayer 
God would use me to bring others closer to Him and I hope, in some 
way, my writings have done just that.  

 I also want to thank the Executive Board of the FBI National 
Academy Associates, the Executive Directors, and the staff who have 
worked with me over the years. The staff in particular has made me look 
far better than I deserved. The Board, Executive Director, and staff are 
some of the hardest working persons I know and have the membership’s 
best interests at heart. I have witnessed difficult but necessary decisions 
they have made and know they are always guided by those three words 
emblazoned on our logo: Knowledge, Courage, and Integrity.

 This has been a difficult year in our profession. We are witnessing 
profound disrespect from some quarters. This has resulted in outright 
assaults on police officers causing death and injury. It has grieved me as I 
penned sympathy cards on your behalf to agencies who lost officers in the 
line of duty. Since its inception, I have sent hundreds of cards to various 
departments. With each handwritten and heartfelt note, I pray it will be 
the last note written to any agency or family. This year alone, we have lost 
4 National Academy graduates to adversarial action. Their names will be 
placed in the hallowed  Hall of Honor at the FBI Academy to be forever 
enshrined with other National Academy graduates who gave their all.

 During my tenure as your Chaplain and at each FBINAA annual 
training conference, I have had the honor of remembering our graduates 
who have passed on since the last conference. Hundreds of graduates 
were recognized, honored, and remembered over the last four conferenc-
es. While it is a difficult task to identify, notify, and maintain accurate 
records of all of our graduates who have passed away during a particular 
year, your State secretaries and treasurers have been enormous help in 
notifying the staff and myself so proper recognition and sympathy can 
be extended. I have, at times, been able to contact the spouse or grown 
children of our deceased graduates and extend our sympathies on your 
behalf. Without exception, they are grateful for your thoughtfulness and 
share with me how important being a member of the National Academy 
Associates meant to their loved one. Yes, we are family.

 I am excited for our new in-coming Chaplain, Jeff Kruithoff, 
who will serve the next four years! Jeff will tell more about himself but 
suffice it to say, Jeff is a man of God whose love for the Lord and heart 
to serve is so very evident in his life and his profession. Jeff is devoted 
to the FBI National Academy Associates and, even as I write this, is in 
the storm ravaged areas of Texas following Hurricane Harvey minister-
ing to others through his work with the Billy Graham Chaplain Rapid 
Response Team.  Jeff is representing you and the FBINAA as well wher-
ever and whenever he can.  

 I pray you have enjoyed this journey with me as much as I have 
learned from you. My goal has always been to remind us of who we 
really are and be wary of who we could become if we are not anchored 
properly. Couched in the theme “Calling Us Back To Move Us Forward” 
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THE 2017
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
SPONSOR & EXHIBITOR

GUIDE

The following pages are a listing of the 
2017 FBINAA Annual Conference Partners, 

Sponsors and Exhibitors 
that joined us in Washington, DC. 

Consider these organizations and their 
products and services when reviewing options 

for your agency or department



Concerns of Police Survivors
Rebuilding shattered lives of survivors and co-workers 
affected by line of duty deaths through partnerships 
with law enforcement and the community.
Contact: Missy Cottle
missy_cottle@nationalcops.org
www.nationalcops.org

Colorado Security Agency
CSA is a professional security provider based in George-
town, Washington DC. With over 40 years of dedicated 
service, CSA offers comprehensive and effective protec-
tion for any type of organization.
Contact: Mark Lazar
mlazar@coloradosecurityagency.com
www.coloradosecurityagency.com

CopsForHire
CopsForHire provides a complete and fully automated 
off-duty management solution for Department and 
Cops, and gives Customers access to the best trained and 
qualified professionals available!
Contact: Drew Finley
drewfin@copsforhire.com
www.copsforhire.com

Correctional Health Solutions
Correctional Health Solutions offers a state of the art 
technology to safely sanitize and disinfect areas in 
seconds, with zero Health risks, MRSA,C-diff, Norovirus, 
Black mold, Mildew, Bloodborn pathogens, odors
Contact: Brian Stanley
Brian.stanley@cleanjails.com
www.cleanjails.com

Cubic Corporation
Cubic provides products for defense, police, and security 
training.  Cubic’s lineup includes the PRISim use of force 
training simulators, Tactical Engagement Simulation 
Systems for live training, and virtual
Contact: Katie Davis
katie.davis@cubic.com
www.cubic.com

CZ-USA
CZ-USA produces and distributes a wide variety of excep-
tional quality handguns, shotguns, rifles and select-fire 
weapons.  We also own Dan Wesson Firearms, produces 
of prized 1911-style pistols and revolvers.
Contact: John Simmons
jsimmons@cz-usa.com
www.cz-usa.com

Dragon Lazer
Custom Presentation, Retirement, Recognition and 
Promotional products (Gun Cases, Clocks, Trophies, 
Awards, ADA Signage). LE owned company.  Custom 
(Mostly American Made) for the price of Generic Catalog 
items from China.
Contact: Bill Semple
dbteambill@gmail.com
www.dragonlazer.net

Daniel Defense, Inc. 
Daniel Defense is a leading manufacturer of premium 
firearms and accessories.
Contact: Joseph Scull
jscull@danieldefense.com
www.danieldefense.com

Dell
Military and federal agencies rely on technology to help 
enforce national security. Dell Latitude Rugged has 
the tools to keep their important applications up and 
running in harsh environments.
Contact: Amanda Juren
amanda.juren@dell.com

DeSantis Gunhide
DeSantis Gunhide is a worldwide provider of Conceal-
ment and Duty Holsters & Accessories.  "We didn't invent 
concealment - We just perfected it."
Contact: Chad DeSantis
c.desantis@desantisholster.com
www.desantisholster.com

Drug Enforcement Administration-
Intelligence Support
DEA Intelligence Support wishes to show free products 
to state/local LEOs, including DICE (de-confliction tool 

mandated by federal agencies), the License Plate Reader 
Program, and Operation Lockdown.
Contact: Monali Gandhi
Monali.H.Gandhi@usdoj.gov

Dwight Henninger 4 IACP 
4th Vice President
Session #196 graduate, Vail, CO Police Chief Dwight 
Henninger candidate for 4th Vice President of the Inter-
national Association of Chiefs of Police in October 2017.
Contact: Dwight Henninger
dhenninger@vailgov.com
www.Dwight4IACP.com

Dynamic Life Recovery
We are an addiction recovery center
Contact: Dennis Nystrom
Dnystromsave@aol.com

Éclat Transitions LLC
Éclat Transitions provides public to private career 
transition services for individuals, groups, government 
agencies and military branches
Contact: Alan Malinchak
al@eclat-t.com
www.eclat-transitions.com

ecoATM, LLC
ecoATM kiosks have provided a safe, secure, and innova-
tive way for consumers to recycle over ten million used 
or broken mobile devices since 2009.
Contact: Max Santiago
max.santiago@ecoatm.com
www.ecoatm.com/law-enforcement

EVIDENT
EVIDENT provides high quality Evidence Packaging and 
Criminal Investigations supplies at the lowest prices.  
Order online or submit your RFQ at www.ShopEVIDENT.
com!
Contact: Michael Grimm
contact@ShopEVIDENT.com
www.ShopEVIDENT.com

Elbeco Inc
Elbeco has been designing, manufacturing and 
distributing professional uniforms for Law Enforcement 
professionals for over a century.
Contact: Peyton Henry
phenry@elbeco.com
www.elbeco.com

Emergency Services Communications
Emergency Services Communications provides products 
to improve Safety and Communications between First 
Responders and the Communities that they serve.
Contact: Tom Gruenfelder
tom@escommunications.net
www.escommunications.net

Engility
Engility is engineered to make a difference. Built on 
six decades of heritage, Engility provides integrated 
solutions and services, supporting U.S. government 
customers in the defense, federal civilian, intelligence 
and space communities. Engility’s array of specialized 
technical offerings include high-performance comput-
ing, cybersecurity, enterprise modernization and 
systems engineering.
Contact: Patricia Sanders
patricia.sanders@engilitycorp.com 
www.engilitycorp.com

Envisage Technologies
Envisage Technologies builds software for public safety. 
Our Acadis® Readiness Suite automates training and 
compliance.
FirstForward® is the professional training network for 
first responders.
Contact: Kim Storvik
kim.storvik@envisagenow.com
www.envisagenow.com

Extra Duty Solutions
Extra Duty Solutions administers extra duty programs for 
law enforcement agencies.  We handle the administra-
tive work so you can protect and serve!
Contact: Rich Milliman
rmilliman@extradutysolutions.com
www.extradutysolutions.com

Below 100
Below 100 is non-profit, comprised of volunteer police 
trainers who honor the fallen by training the living. Mis-
sion: Eliminate preventable line-of-duty deaths.
Contact: Dale Stockton
editorlom@yahoo.com
www.Below100.org

Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
A global ministry that trains and deploys crisis trained 
chaplains who work in disaster struck communities 
providing spiritual/emotional care to survivors.
Contact: Jeff Naber
jnaber@bgea.org
www.billygraham.org/rrt

Blauer Manufacturing Co.
Blauer manufactures advanced technology uniforms 
and outerwear
Contact: Judith Gordon
jgordon@blauer.com
www.blauer.com

Business Watch International (US), Inc
Serving police with an Internet-based computer system 
that automates the delivery of transaction information 
from pawn, secondhand, precious metals, and scrap 
metal businesses.
Contact: Dion McArthur
klee@bwiusa.com

CALEA
CALEA Accreditation provides public safety agencies an 
opportunity to voluntarily demonstrate that they meet 
an established set of professional standards. CALEA® 
provides accreditation for law enforcement, communica-
tions, training academy
Contact: Paul Macmillan
pmacmillan@calea.org
www.calea.org

California University of Pennsylvania
California University of Pennsylvania, founded in 1852, 
offers 100% ONLINE graduate and undergraduate 
programs in Legal Studies.
Contact: Irene Chaliotis
chaliotis@calu.edu

California University of Pennsylvania
Calu's Doctor of Criminal Justice degree is the first in 
the nation. We are looking for a diverse group of our 
country's very best.
Contact: John Cencich
cencich@calu.edu
www.calu.edu/go

Cellebrite Inc.
Cellebrite a pioneer in mobile data forensics since 1999 
with a passion for technology innovation provides the 
only complete, end-to-end Digital Forensics Platform 
on the market.
Contact: Jody Wacker
jody.wacker@cellebrite.com
www.cellebrite.com

Clark Nexsen
Clark Nexsen is a world-class law enforcement and special 
forces training facility designer with over 30 years of 
successful experience in the field.
Contact: Janet Brooks
jbrooks@clarknexsen.com
www.clarknexsen.com

CODY Systems
Public-safety software and multi-system/agency data 
aggregation, translation, and exchange solutions. Cloud-
ready software suite includes COBRA.net data-sharing 
platform, RMS, Hosted RMS, CAD, JMS, CMS.
Contact: Maggie Riker
mriker@codysystems.com
www.codysystems.com

Columbia Southern University
Columbia Southern University is a 100% online univer-
sity offering flexible, affordable degree programs for the 
professional adult, including criminal justice, homeland 
security, information systems security, and emergency 
services management.
Contact: Renee Wright
renee.wright@columbiasouthern.edu
www.columbiasouthern.edu

3M
Fueled by 3M innovation & technology; Used by many 
state and federal agencies, our protective gear is rugged, 
reliable and designed to exceed the unique requirements 
for modern special operations.
Contact: Kelli Betz
k5betz@mmm.com
www.3M.com
www.3M.com/tacticalppe

3SI Security Systems
ESO®, Electronic Stake Out® GPS-tracking device 
concealed in various bait items tracks and apprehends 
offenders committing pattern crimes. Learn how you can 
arrest suspects within minutes at booth number 411.
Contact: Amy Paterson
amy_paterson@3sisecurity.com
www.3sisecurity.com

5.11 Tactical
We are innovators who make purpose-built gear for the 
most demanding missions. With a heritage of creating 
the authentic and original tactical pant, our vision is to 
define and lead
Contact: Roshni Sen
roshnis@511tactical.com
www.511tactical.com

802 Secure
802 Secure.
Contact: Mike Raggo
mraggo@802secure.com

Acadia Healthcare - Recovery Division
Every First Responder and Family Member needs help 
sometimes.
Contact: Janelle Cronk
janelle.cronk@gmail.com
www.treatmentplacementspecialists.com/first-responders/

Action Target
Action Target designs, manufactures and installs shoot-
ing ranges, tactical combat houses and mechanical target 
systems for innovative and versatile firearms training.  
Action Target also manufactures steel and paper targets.
Contact: Seth Ercanbrack
sercanbrack@actiontarget.com
www.actiontarget.com

American Military University
American Military University (AMU) provides (100% 
online), quality higher education & customized training 
to law enforcement, military, and national security 
communities.
Contact: Dave Malone
dmalone@apus.edu
www.apus.edu/CAL

ARC Acquisition US Inc
ARC delivers ruggedized portable information technol-
ogy (IT) solutions to federal, state, county and local 
municipalities with a focus on public safety.
Contact: Johanna Daily
johanna.daily@arc-pts.com
www.arc-pts.com

ART Design Group, Inc.
ART Design Group is a full service sculpture facility spe-
cializing in monumental and commemorative bronze, 
stainless steel and aluminum projects for permanent 
public display and gifts.
Contact: Tracy Witherow
execassist@thinksculpture.com
www.thinksculpture.com

ASP, Inc.
ASP is a manufacturer of police equipment and training 
products.  For over three decades, the ASP insignia has 
stood for innovative design, flawless function and an 
unparalleled standard of service.
Contact: Sonja Kuhn
sonja.kuhn@asp-usa.com
www.asp-usa.com

Arrhythmia Alliance
Working together to improve the diagnosis, treatment 
and quality of life for all those affected by arrhythmias.
Contact: Trudie Lobban
trudie@heartrhythmalliance.org
www.heartrhythmalliance.org/aa/us
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easy to use.
Contact: Scott Baugher
scott.baugher@kaseware.com
www.kaseware.com/

Kripalu Center for Yoga & Health
Kripalu Center is the leader in organizational mindfulness 
programs for acute-stress industries, and creator of the 
RISE program in Conscious Leadership for first responders.
Contact: Morgan Quigley
morganq@kripalu.org 
www.kripalu.org

Lancer Systems
Lancer is an engineering-driven company.  Our goal is to 
provide total engineered solutions; applications assess-
ment, component design & development, validation and 
manufacturing.
Contact: Sean Burke
sburke@lancer-systems.com
www.lancer-systems.com/awc/

Laser Ammo USA Inc
Laser Ammo is a manufacture of high end, but budget 
friendly, laser base firearms training products. Including 
Lasers for all firearm platforms, simulators and electronic 
targets.
Contact: Chen Shoshani
chen@laser-ammo.com
www.laser-ammo.com

LeadsOnline
LeadsOnline provides actionable intelligence to Law 
Enforcement nationwide with the automated collection 
and analysis of transaction records from pawn shops, 
secondhand stores, eBay and metal recyclers.
Contact: Shawna Evans
office@leadsonline.com
www.leadsonline.com

Lexipol
Lexipol is America’s leading provider of state-specific 
policies and verifiable policy training for public safety 
organizations.
Contact: Omayra Escobar
oescobar@lexipol.com
www.lexipol.com

Louroe Electronics
Louroe Electronics® is the world leader in audio 
monitoring technology.  Since 1979, Louroe has provided 
first-class audio monitoring and safety solutions that 
assist in protecting people and property.
Contact: Sara Rollens
sara@louroe.com
www.louroe.com

Making Good Cops Better
A Lieutenant's daughter, Sergeant's wife and seasoned 
counselor, Laura Grace offers classes with the unique 
perspective needed to equip police department person-
nel in this challenging post Ferguson environment.
Contact: Laura Grace
laura@oasislpc.com
www.makinggoodcopsbetter.com

Metals Treatment Technologies, LLC (MT2)
With over 16 years’ experience, MT2 is recognized as 
the nation's largest professional contractor providing 
comprehensive indoor/outdoor firing range lead 
maintenance & recovery services
Contact: Lianna Sandy
lsandy@mt2.com
www.mt2.com

MetroStar Systems
MetroStar Systems is an innovative IT company that 
develops solutions that enhance agencies' ability to 
connect, collaborate, and learn in-person, online, or 
across the globe.
Contact: Stephanie Wilson
swilson@metrostarsystems.com
www.metrostarsystems.com

NYPD SHIELD
NYPD SHIELD 
Countering Terrorism through Information Sharing.
Contact: Charles Ambio
Charles.Ambio@nypd.org
www.nypdshield.org

National Center for Missing & 
Exploited Children
NCMEC serves as the National Clearinghouse and 
Resource Center for families, victims, law enforcement 
and the public on issues relating to missing and sexually 
exploited children.
Contact: Ray Harp
RHARP@NCMEC.ORG
www.missingkids.org

National Insurance Crime Bureau
The NICB is the nation's only organization that convenes 
the collective resources needed to prevent, detect and 
deter fraud and theft.
Contact: Maggie Cusack
MCUSACK@nicb.org

North American Rescue
North American Rescue equips law enforcement person-
nel with innovative tools to manage traumatic injuries 
and decrease preventable death in the tactical environ-
ment. Some injuries can’t wait for backup. Arm yourself™.
Contact: Paula Dooley
pdooley@narescue.com
www.narescue.com

Northcentral University
Northcentral University is a regionally accredited, 
private, online and graduate-focused university serving 
professionals globally. Courses are taught one-to-one by 
a member of NCU's 100 percent doctoral faculty.
Contact: Heather Millward
hmillward@ncu.edu
www.ncu.edu

Pace Scheduler
Scheduling Software made for Police departments. 
Cloud hosted, simple to use, manage your time-off 
banks, minimum staffing, accrual time, comp time, 
sectors / beat assignments, cars, tasers and special 
weapons tracking.
Contact: Steve Mancione
smancione@pace-systems.com
www.pacescheduler.com

Panasonic
Panasonic engineers innovative, reliable mobility solu-
tions that empower public sector professionals to drive 
better outcomes.
Contact: Mary Kusen
mary.kusen@us.panasonic.com
www.us.panasonic.com/toughbook

Point Blank Enterprises
Point Blank Enterprises, Inc. is the worldwide leader in 
the development, manufacturing and distribution of 
high performance, protective solutions.
Contact: Irene Chung
ichung@pbearmor.com
www.pointblankenterprises.com

Point Emblems
Point Emblems produces coins, patches, pins, awards 
and lanyards for many NA Chapters around the country.
Contact: Brian Carter
brian@pointemblems.com
www.pointemblems.com

PoliceOne Academy
Over 1,000 HD training videos. 175 courses. Certified or 
accepted for training credit in 36 states. All in a conve-
nient, cost-effective online training package.
Contact: Katherine Ausbie
katherine@pdmailbox.com
www.policeoneacademy.com

Purdue Pharma
Purdue Pharma L.P. is a privately held pharmaceutical 
company founded by physicians more than 60 years 
ago. We are committed to improving patients’ lives in 
meaningful ways by providing effective therapies along 
with educational tools
Contact: Elizabeth Tichenor
elizabeth.tichenor@pharma.com

PursuitAlert LLC
Pursuit Alert
Contact: Tim Morgan
tim@pursuitalert.com

tavaras.richardson@glock.us
www.glock.com

Grand Canyon University
For over 65 years, Grand Canyon University has trained 
transformative leaders for the educational profession. 
Learn more about accredited degree and certificate 
programs at gcu.edu/COE
Contact: Jacqueline Perez
Jacqueline.Perez@gcu.edu
www.gcu.edu

GRANNYS ALLIANCE HOLDINGS, INC
GRANNY'S ALLIANCE HOLDINGS, INC is your #1 provider 
of emergency turnkey base camps or single resources.  
Secure your needs with an asset-owned WBENC quality 
response team ~ problem solved!
Contact: Susan Heisey
susan@grannysalliance.com
www.grannysalliance.com

GUNBUSTERS, LLC.
Patented, ATF approved firearms destruction service. 
This is a FREE service with the agency receiving a copy 
of our ATF log and a DVD documenting the pulverization 
of each firearm.
Contact: Ray Reynolds
ray@gunbustersusa.com
www.GunBustersUSA.com

Guardian Alliance Technologies
Guardian Alliance Technologies.
Contact: Ryan Layne
ryanl@guardianalliancetechnologies.com
www.guardianalliancetechnologies.com

IDShield
$5 MILLION SERVICE GUARANTEE KROLL will do whatever 
it takes for as long as it takes to restore your identity. Get 
protected family or individual coverage available today 
@ www.IDServicesFBINAA.org
Contact: Melony Knab
melonyknab@att.net
www.IDServicesFBINAA.org

InTime Solutions
Manage day-to-day scheduling, postings, overtime, 
extra-duty and timekeeping from one screen! With 
scheduling at its core, InTime is redefining the way you 
manage your agency.
Contact: Mitch Seminow
mseminow@intimesoft.com

Institute for Intergovernmental 
Research (IIR)
The U.S. Department of Justice VALOR Officer Safety 
Program provides training and resources to all U.S. law 
enforcement agencies at no cost.
Contact: Larry Austin
laustin@iir.com
www.iir.com

Intelleo
INTELLEO is a subsidiary of Community Champions 
offering software, technology, products and services to 
military and law enforcement agencies worldwide. LE 
manufacturer and stocking Distributor.
Contact: Thomas Darnell
tdarnell@cchampions.com
charitieshub.org

Intrepid Networks
STING Suite provides next-gen situational awareness 
as the ultimate resource for tactical coordination & 
front-line intelligence.
Contact: Cecilia Trinh
ceciliatrinh@intrepid-networks.com
www.intrepid-networks.com

Justice Federal Credit Union
Justice Federal Credit Union together with FBINAA, offer 
the “The Official VISA® Rewards Credit Card of FBINAA.” 
Together. Serving Justice Across the Nation.®
Contact: Judy Pollard
pollardj@jfcu.org
www.justicefcu.org

Kaseware
Kaseware is the next generation of CAD, RMS, and 
analytics.  Kaseware is affordable, reliable, scalable, and 

FARO Technologies
FARO Technologies specializes in 3D-laser scanning and 
Fire Zone software for fire investigation and pre-incident 
planning.
Contact: Jeanine Charity
jeanine.charity@faro.com

FBI National Academy Associates
FBINAA is a non-profit, international organization of 
nearly 17,000 senior law enforcement professionals 
dedicated to providing members of our profession with 
the highest degree of law enforcement training.
Contact: Jennifer Watson
jwatson@fbinaa.org
www.fbinaa.org

FBINAA 2018 Conference
Quebec City
Make your plans to attend the 2018 FBINAA Conference 
and experience the beauty and hospitality of Quebec 
City.  "It's the European City so close to home."
Contact: Dan Kinsella
dkinsella@hamiltonpolice.on.ca
www.fbinaa2018.com

FBINAA 2019 Conference
Phoenix
Follow The Yellow Brick Road To Arizona
Contact: Joe Gaylord
jgaylord@cap-az.com
www.fbinaa2019.com

FBINAA 2020 Conference
New Orleans
Louisiana Chapter is hosting the 2020 National Confer-
ence in New Orleans Louisiana.
Contact: Tim Lentz
tlentz@covla.com
www.fbinaa2020.com

FCA Law Enforcement
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles manufactures fleet-specific 
vehicles for the commercial, government, and rental 
industries.Visit www.fcausfleet to learn more and to 
request additional product information.
Contact: Stefanie Apruzzese
sapruzzese@csgnow.com
www.fcausfleet.com

First Tactical
First Tactical™ makes functional gear created for profes-
sionals. Guided by the principles of innovation and reli-
ability, First Tactical works first–hand with real–world 
users to create durable products
Contact: John Crist
jcrist@firsttactical.com
www.firsttactical.com

Ford Motor Company
Ford Fleet brings together fleet-specific vehicles, offers 
and programs, along with a team of experts to insure 
you have the best possible vehicle purchase and leasing 
experience possible.
Contact: Robert Bonnell
bbonnell@jacksondawson.com
www.fleet.ford.com

FORUM-DIRECT
FORUM-DIRECT is the only manufacturer delivering 
Affordable, High Performance Outerwear made from 
the newest technology GORE-TEX® and WINDSTOPPERT® 
fabrics directly to Law Enforcement Agencies from a 
US factory.
Contact: Tom McKown
tmckown@forumindustries.com
www.forum-direct.com

Gamber-Johnson LLC
Gamber-Johnson mounts have been the preferred choice 
of fleet managers for decades and have been installed in 
thousands of fleets worldwide.
Contact: Mark Furrow
mark.furrow@gamberjohnson.com

GLOCK, Inc.
GLOCK is a leading global manufacturer of firearms. 
GLOSK's polymer-based pistols revolutionized the 
industry and are a favorite among Military & Law 
Enforcement worldwide.
Contact: Tavaras Richardson
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Travis Manion Foundation
The Travis Manion Foundation (TMF) empowers veterans 
and the families of fallen heroes to develop character in 
future generations.
Contact: Robert Bender
rbender@travismanion.com
www.travismanion.org

Tyler Technologies
Tyler Technologies has the resources and domain 
expertise to focus on the needs of public safety agencies 
and provide products like  New World public safety's 
CAD, Mobile, Records and Fire.
Contact: Dani McArthur
Dani.McArthur@tylertech.com
www.tylertech.com

UPS
UPS is a leader in enabling global commerce and a proud 
supporter of law enforcement.
Contact: Pam Gagle
pgagle@ups.com
www.ups.com

University of Charleston (WV)
The Mission of the University of Charleston is to educate 
each student for a life of productive work, enlightened 
living, and community involvement.
Contact: Michael Levy
michaellevy@ucwv.edu
www.ucwv.edu

University of NH School of Law
The University of New Hampshire School of Law offers 
a fully online full-time and part-time Master and LL.M. 
degree in International Criminal Law & Justice
Contact: Albert Scherr
albert.scherr@law.unh.edu
www.law.unh.edu/

University of Oklahoma College 
of Liberal Studies
Convenient online Bachelor's and Master's degrees in 
Administrative Leadership and Criminal Justice.  Earn 
a degree from a highly recognized public research 
institution.
Contact: Missy Heinze
mheinze@ou.edu
www.cls.ou.edu

Upper Iowa University
Upper Iowa University is regionally accredited, private, 
not-for-profit University offering undergraduate and 
graduate programs through online, onsite and self-
paced programs.  Discount to FBINAA members.
Contact: Kristine Krivachek
krivachekk@uiu.edu

U.S. Department of State
Consular notification and access is a Constitutionally 
mandated legal requirement for law enforcement when 
you arrest or detain a foreign national.
Contact: Wally Doerge
doergewa@state.gov
www.travel.state.gov/CNA

Verizon
Verizon is committed to the Public Safety Community 
across the United States having the nation's most reli-
able wireless network ensuring communications are met 
to the highest standards.
Contact: Thomas Ostrosky
Thomas.Ostrosky@verizonwireless.com
www.verizon.com

VERTX
Vertx® is a premier manufacturer of tactical and outdoor 
gear and apparel for the modern warrior. We focus 
on low-profile designs, superior fit and function and 
user-friendly design
Contact: Ripinka Koli
rkoli@vertx.com
www.vertx.com/

VieVu
VIEVU® is a leading provider of body-worn cameras and 
evidence management solutions for law enforcement, 
security, emergency medical services, first responders 
and retailers.
Contact: Barbara Summers

barbara.summers@safariland.com
www.vievu.com

Vigilant Solutions
Vigilant Solutions.  License Plate Recognition. Facial 
Recognition. Data & Analytics.
Contact: Shana Bjorg
shana.bjorg@vigilantsolutions.com
www.vigilantsolutions.com

VirTra
VirTra is the industry leader and provides the highest 
standard and quality in judgmental use of force and 
firearms training simulators.
Contact: Victoria Hudson
vhudson@virtra.com
www.virtra.com

Visual Computer Solutions
VCS designs authentic software solutions that manage 
law enforcement’s most tedious tasks of shift scheduling, 
employee attendance, extra duty, overtime, and payroll 
issues.
Contact: Dominick Mauro
dmauro@vcssoftware.com
www.vcssoftware.com

Waldorf University
Waldorf College offers regionally accredited online 
degrees from the Associate’s to Master’s level. Programs 
include criminal justice, homeland security, and 
emergency management.
Contact: Andrew Hanes
andrew.hanes@waldorf.edu
www.waldorf.edu

WatchGuard Video
WatchGuard Video is the leading manufacturer of digital 
in-car video and body worn camera equipment for the 
law enforcement industry, proudly made in the USA.
Contact: Kenny James
sales@watchguardvideo.com
www.watchguardvideo.com

Yoga For First Responders
Yoga for First Responders provides vital emotional 
 wellness and mental-resilience training in academy 
settings, in -service trainings, and community-based 
programs.
Contact: Olivia Kvitne
olivia@yogaforfirstresponders.org
www.yogaforfirstresponders.org

transcription solutions with 24/7/365 availability. 
SpeakWrite is pay-as-you-go with no contracts or 
minimum usage requirements. 30 day pilot program 
available.
Contact: Cody Roden
cody.roden@speakwrite.com
www.speakwrite.com/lawenforcement

Spire Ranges
We design and build reliable shooting range equipment 
for commercial, civil, and military applications.
Contact: Jon Zappe
jzappe@tamarakcapital.com
www.spireranges.com

SST, Inc./ShotSpotter
ShotSpotter is the leading gunfire alert and analysis 
solution for detecting gunshots and providing critical 
information to law enforcement agencies to investigate, 
analyze and prosecute gun related crimes. 
Contact: Sherry Prescott-Willis
sprescott@shotspotter.com
www.shotspotter.com

Streamlight Inc.
Streamlight is a leading manufacturer of quality 
portable lighting products including a broad range of 
rechargeable and alkaline battery, precision-engineered 
flashlights and lanterns.
Contact: Kelly Swope
kswope@streamlight.com
www.streamlight.com

SymbolArts
Jewelry quality provider of custom badges, coins, pins, 
patches, and awards. We also customize apparel.
Contact: Chris Shupe
chris@symbolarts.com
www.symbolarts.com

TCP Security Solutions
Security Barriers and Fencing.
Contact: Thomas Gates
tgga86@gmail.com

Terrorist Screening Center
The TSC maintains and operates the U.S. Government's 
consolidated watchlist and serves as a bridge for 
information sharing to support U.S. counterrorism and 
national security operations.
Contact: William Andrew
william.andrew@ic.fbi.gov
www.fbi.gov/about-us/nsb/tsc

The Campbell Group
Very special insurance offering for FBIAA members.
Highly discounted rates for individual law enforcement 
liability ($250)
annually.  Rates for private investigators
& security guard companies 1/2 the other leading 
carriers.
Contact: Kevin Whaley
Kwhaley@thecampbellgrp.com
www.thecampbellgrp.com

The Learning House
We represent a network of Regionally Accredited 
Universities to help individuals achieve their educational 
needs by helping potential students receive credit for 
training and a tuition discount.
Contact: Doug Simmons
dsimmons@learninghouse.com

The Right Career
We provide Transition training for the LALE program, 
and Cyber Age Leadership and DISC personality training 
for departments. Find your Purpose and unleash your 
Passion is our motto.
Contact: TJ Gilroy
tj@theRightCareer.com
www.therightcareer.com

The Vernon Company
The Vernon Company is a new alliance member 
managing the FBINAA Store for branded merchandise 
and the Member Marketplace  providing thousands of 
promotional products to all members and chapters.
Contact: Sharla Elscott
sharlae@vernoncompany.com
www.vernonpromotions.com

RavenCrest Tactical
RavenCrest Tactical® is committed to offering quality OTF 
(Out the Front) automatic knives and tactical gear, with 
a lifetime warranty.
Contact: Valeri Springer
rct.shows@gmail.com  
www.ravencresttactical.com

RECONYX, Inc
RECONYX cameras are used worldwide by law 
enforcement professionals to provide remote covert 
surveillance. License Plate Capture, General Surveillance, 
Cellular Notification & WiFi.
Contact: Dan Luebke
dluebke@reconyx.com
www.reconyx.com

Saint Leo University
Founded in 1889, Saint Leo University is a leading Catho-
lic institution that enrolls almost 16,000 students across 
our traditional Florida campus, more than 40 education 
centers, and online degree programs.
Contact: Brenda (Nikki) Heister
brenda.heister@saintleo.edu
www.saintleo.edu

Savant Learning Systems
Virtual Academy is the place where quality training 
is accessible and affordable.  Our easy to use Training 
Management System (TMS) is 100% online.
Contact: Melanie Hamrick
melanie.hamrick@savantls.com
www.virtualacademy.com

Serve & Protect
Serve & Protect is a non-profit serving public safety 
through education and facilitation of trauma therapist 
related services regarding PTSD treatment and suicide 
prevention. Arm in Arm.
Contact: Robert Michaels
rob@serveprotect.org
www.serveprotect.wordpress.com

Setina Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Setina Manufacturing Company is a leading producer 
of Vehicle Equipment for law enforcement agencies 
worldwide.  Specializing in  Prisoner Partitions, Transport 
Seating, Push Bumpers, Firearms Mounting, Cargo 
Storage and K9 Transport.
Contact: Judy Setina
jsetina@setina.com
www.setina.com

Sig Sauer
SIG SAUER, Inc. is a weapons systems provider leading 
the industry. A dedication to superior quality, and 
unmatched performance has made it the brand of choice 
among law enforcement units.
Contact: Kate Petzack
katelyn.petzack@sigsauer.com

Sirchie
For 90 years, Sirchie continues to be a trusted partner 
to the global law enforcement, security, education, 
and public service communities.  Our customers make 
communities safer using Sirchie products.
Contact: Kimberly Denton
kdenton@sirchie.com
www.sirchie.com

SOMA Global
SOMA Global has a team of public safety and technology 
veterans who understand that together we can redefine 
and deliver modern, best of breed public safety solutions 
that saves lives.
Contact: Nick Stohlman
nick@somaglobal.com
www.somaglobal.com

Southern NH University
Southern New Hampshire University is a private, 
nonprofit, accredited institution providing affordable, 
accessible education both on campus and online includ-
ing AS, BS, and MS degrees in Justice Studies.
Contact: Joanne Normand
j.normand@snhu.edu
www.SNHU.edu

SpeakWrite
SpeakWrite is the leading provider of secure, off-site 
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Clint Wattenberg MS, RD
Coordinator of Sports Nutrition, Cornell University
“Perpetual Anabolism”
 • 3hr anabolic window for dietary protein
 • Ideal dose for tissue repair equals 20-30 grams
 • 50g limit to protein digestibility
 • 20-40g dose before bed for sleep recovery

 “I don’t deviate from my nutritional battle of 80% clean and 
20% dirty. I simply want the return on my investment.  Match 
the plate to meet the expenditure needs. Slashing sugar should be 
the focal point in the everyday plan. If the schedule requires me 
to train in the morning and the afternoon, I add more carbohy-
drates. A rest day should focus on more protein and healthy fats, 
thus lowering carbohydrate intake.”

Tara De Leon MS, CSCS
 Tara’s presentation focused on training the female athlete. Em-
powered girls grow into amazing women was her final slide. “If we get 
girls lifting at a younger age, we will increase their self-confidence, self-
efficacy, and teach them to strengthen their passion. Is there anything more 
important than that?”

 “Some of our Female New Agent Trainees can knock out 7-10 dead 
hang pull-ups. This did not happen overnight. Their stories share common 
habits. Gymnastics and combative sports were par the course.  They are the 
standard and I would be compliant if they knocked on my door!”

Matthew Krause  ATC, RSCC
Director of Strength & Conditioning, New York Yankees
“Hill training is back with a vengeance. The Yankees built a hill in their 
spring training complex. Find the right grade, 3-12 percent is ideal. Over 
15 degrees adds stress to the Achilles and calf. The benefits include condi-
tioning, running mechanics, strength/power, and elasticity in the ankle/
foot. The hill prevents the athlete from reaching top speed which will protect 
the hamstrings, i.e. less risk.”  

“All tactical athletes must develop power in the lower body. The lower back 
will compensate for weak legs. Repeat hills require no gym membership and 
are fundamentals. It is also speed work in disguise.”   

 Here is a mandatory recipe from the Physical Training Unit 
of the FBI. The Lumberjack Slam from Denny’s is on the train-
ing menu for the fall season. I know I have many researchers that 
have crushed this breakfast special. The twist here is to eradicate the 
food and add the conditioning! Rest one minute between each food 
group and drill!

Here is the Rx.
Pancakes: Push Up variations for 1:00, then Leg Cranks for 1:00
Eggs: 800 meter run
Ham: 500 meter on the Rower
Sausage: 1 mile on the Bike
Bacon: Pull variations for 1:00, then Front or Side Plank for 1:00

Take 2 plates of conditioning if necessary!

About the Authors: E.J. O’Malley is a Health and Fitness Instructor at the FBI Academy, 
Physical Training Unit.  He earned his B.S. from Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania 
and M.S. from Virginia Commonwealth University.  He holds Certification from the Na-
tional Strength and Conditioning Association.

NASHVILLE
2017

Highlight Reel 

E.J. O'Malley

I was very fortunate to attend the 2017 NSCA 
Strength and Conditioning Conference in Nashville, 
TN back in January. My goal for the last 20 years 
at these events is to take more notes than some-
body next to me. Then go home filter through all 
the stuff.  My passion is to share information to get 
the best, better! If my students don’t believe my 
hype, then please believe much smarter people. 
These presenters are on the biggest of stages in 
my profession. Everybody is entitled to my opinion 
after we hear from these great coaches.

Let’s jump into the weeds! Marisa Viola, the assistant director of 
strength and conditioning at Rutgers University, talked about in-

fluence. Her mission statement was impactful.

 Why do you coach? “Because of the kids and the passion I have for 
the game and the sport itself. There is no better feeling than teaching a child 
the importance of discipline, hard work, team effort, dedication, determi-
nation, and the heart it takes to win not only in sports but in life.”

 “The Title Shot for National Academy is the Week 8 mile in my eyes. 
Nobody puts more fire in my belly than those who completely obliterate 
their Week 1 times on that Oval Office. It is an emotional ride of speed and 
power that justifies everything we do.”  

STAYING ON THE  YELLOW BRICK ROAD
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VirTra Experience at FBINAA Event Spurs Collaboration 
That Enhanced Use of Force Training for Multiple Agencies

When he first saw a modern, five-screen, police use of 
force training simulator in operation at the 2016 FBI 
National Academy Associates annual conference in 
July 2016, Deputy Chief Kenneth Cox of the St. Louis 
County (Missouri) Police Department was quickly 
convinced. "My impression was that we need to get 
one," said Cox, a 2008 graduate of the FBI Academy, 
Session 232. "It's not only for active shooter situations 
like Columbine – that's been on the radar for years – 
but it's also for de-escalation training."

HOW LOCAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT

CAN COLLABORATE
TO ACQUIRE 

USE OF FORCE 
TRAINING

SIMULATORS

The system – a totally interactive system from VirTra, Inc. that dis-
plays realistic video simulations on five large screens surrounding 

the officers who are being trained – allows participants to be completely 
immersed in multi-sensory experiences in real-time crime situations 
which feature human actors. A nearby training officer runs the computer-
driven simulations, and can control how they unfold and conclude, from 
shots being fired to de-escalation of a dangerous situation with a suspect 
in police custody without any violence. The video scenarios can be re-
played or changed at a moment's notice for all officers using the system.

http://www.fbinaa.org/
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local police departments by raising money for 
needed projects which aren't funded with tax dol-
lars, was contacted and began brainstorming with 
local police. The foundation donates funds for 
police training, programs, technology and related 
expenses on behalf of the police in the county.

 A local anonymous donor heard of the 
county's desire for the use of force training sys-
tem and after reviewing several other proposals 
for other funding needs, volunteered to pay for 
the high-tech, five-screen training simulator sys-
tem in its entirety – if the county's police de-
partments would share it among all its members. 
The anonymous donor provided the money, the 
St. Louis County Police Department bought the 
system and it was recently installed at the St. 
Louis County and Municipal Police Academy, 
which provides training for all officers in the 
county. 

 The virtual reality training installed system 
is fully operational today and officers from the 
police academy are continuing to test it and gain 
experience with it before its use is soon expand-
ed, said Cox, who is a 30-year veteran of the St. 

Louis County Police Department and has served 
as deputy chief since 2014. 

"We had to actually take a wall out in 
the academy to accommodate it," he 
said. "We can't wait to start using it for 
ongoing training so all the officers in 
this area can train on it."

 The St. Louis County experience isn't the 
only way that communities can collaborate to 
acquire such systems, according to law enforce-
ment experts. 

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SOURCES
 Other options to buy virtual reality train-
ing systems include community partnerships 
where groups of departments and municipalities 
can apply for neighborhood grants, which usu-
ally come from federal and urban development 
agencies. The grants, which usually total about 
$10,000 each, can be combined between grant 
applicants to make larger purchases together 
to initiate projects, including police simulator 
training technology.

 Seeing it in use at the 2016 FBINAA con-
ference, which was held in St. Louis County, 
allowed him to stand inside the simulator and 
try it out himself that same day. His time in the 
simulator left Cox with a personal mission to fig-
ure out how his department and officers could 
get one to improve their own training.

 The realism of the experience in replicating 
what real police officers experience on the street in 
high-stress crime situations is what convinced him 
that the system would be beneficial to officers in 
his department. After trying it himself, he stood 
by and watched other FBINAA members as they 
went through video simulations using the system.

"When I watched other officers go 
through the simulator, I saw them – 
veteran officers – using very good tac-
tics, but they were sweating" from the 
stress and realism of what they were 
experiencing. "I thought, my goodness, 
if it's that realistic in this big audito-
rium, then that's what we need. You 
could tell it was intense for them."

 But getting a simulator wasn't in his de-
partment's budget at that point, so Cox left the 
conference and began talking about his experi-
ence with other police chiefs and officers in St. 
Louis County in the ensuing months. The coun-
ty has 56 different police departments inside its 
borders and none of them could afford to buy 
such a system on their own, he said. 

 Other officers from around the county 
were also at the 2016 conference, which was 
sponsored by the Eastern District of Missouri 
Chapter of the FBINAA and featured Cox as its 
president and chairman that year. Many of those 
officers also saw the five-screen simulator and 
went through their own situational events using 
the system.

"There were lines to try it out," said Cox. 
"Everybody was very impressed with 
the multi-screen, very realistic system."

 For years, officers throughout St. Louis 
County have only been able to train with an 
outdated system that used a single screen and 
animated images to simulate crimes. That old 
system is light years from today's multi-screen 
systems, he said.

 After plenty of discussions among county 
police leaders and officers, the St. Louis Police 
Foundation, a non-profit group that supports 

How Local Law Enforcement Can Collaborate 
to Acquire Use of Force Training Simulators 
continued from page 30

continued on page 44
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CHAPTERCHAT

President Ken Tanaka, NA 228, 
thanked Sheriff Gore, NA 95, for 
his long- time support of the NA 
and presented him with his 25- 
year plus membership pin.

Following the opening ceremo-
nies, the first general business 
meeting was held. Upon the 
completion of this meeting classes 
began. The classes were well 

attended with many interesting 
and knowledgeable presenters.  

The Presidents Reception, hosted 
by Sempra Energy, was a cruise 
of the San Diego Bay by Horn 
Blower Cruises.

n  The National Academy Associ-
ates is truly a family and during 
the past year, Michael McCann, 

NA 240, greatly assisted the 
Barletta family upon the tragic 
death of their daughter.  Immedi-
ate Past President Russell McKin-
ney, NA, 240, presented Mike 
with a resolution, recognizing 
his compassion, extraordinary 
assistance and never -ending 
support of a fellow NA member.  
Thank you, Mike!

Training continued on the third 
day followed by the installa-
tion banquet. Captain Mark E. 
Cedrun, retired United States 
Navy, gave an informative and 
interesting presentation on his 
involvement of the rescue of 
Captain Phillips, captain of the 
container ship Maersk Alabama 
who was held hostage by Somali 
pirates.

Captain Mark E. Cedrun, USN, 
ret. President Ken Tanaka was 
recognized for his service as 
President. He recognized his fam-

ily for all their support over the 
past 10 years.

The new 2018 Executive Board 
was sworn into office by San 
Diego SAC Eric S. Birnbaum.

New to the board is Eric Thun-
berg, NA 255 from the Chula Vis-
ta Police Department. Returning 

(L-R) Cris Trulsson, Janis Trulsson, Timothy Overton, John Parker (L-R) Cris Trulsson, Janis Trulsson, Timothy Overton, John Parker

(L-R) Mike McCann, Russell McKinney(L-R) Cris Trulsson, Janis Trulsson, Timothy Overton, John Parker

Sheriff Bill Gore, President Ken Tanaka
Barry is providing much encouragement for the 
youth participating.

continued on page 33
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CHAPTERCHAT

to the board is Past President Max 
Santiago who won the election 
for the position of Secretary.
President-Elect Mike Barletta ap-
pointed Roxanna Kennedy as the 
Corporate Sponsorship Develop-
ment Coordinator, Gina Haynes 
as Historian and Russell McKin-
ney as the Training/Digital Media 
Manager.

Leaving the board is Jim Smith, 
NA 214, after six years of service 
as the Training/Digital Media 
Manager.  Thank you, Jim for all 
your hard work and dedication.  
Retiring from the Board is Wayne 
Ikeuchi, NA 182, after nearly 20 
years of service to the California 
Chapter.

The California Chapter would 
like to thank all the sponsors and 
vendors for their contributions in 
making this conference a success.

Copies of the photographs are 
available to those that attended 
the conference.  Please contact 
Wayne Ikeuchi, Historian at 
wayne182@calweb.com. Please 
state your name, session number 
address and phone number.  
Wayne will send you a thumb 
drive containing the photo-
graphs. Please return the thumb 
drive within 2 days so it can be 
resent. I have 3 drives loaded 
with photographs. Copies of the 
2016 and the 2015 conferences 
are also available upon request.

FLORIDA
Skagway, Alaska to Daytona 
Beach, Florida for NASCAR 
Daytona 500
n  Sgt. Ken Cox (252nd Session), 
Skagway Police Department, 
Alaska, and his wife Jill planned 
a trip to attend the Daytona 500 
NASCAR race. Ken and his wife 

connected with Doug Muldoon 
(153rd Session) who was attend-
ing the Daytona race, and offered 
to show them around the track. 
Ken and Jill were given a grand 
tour and over the weekend and 
enjoyed their NASCAR experi-
ence. On Sunday prior to the 
race, Volusia County Sheriff, Mike 
Chitwood (204th Session) met 
up with Ken and Doug. Ken and 
Jill are now planning their next 
NASCAR venture.  Special thanks 
to Christopher Davis (FBINAA 
member/ Retired Inspector FBI) 
and now Chief of Security for 
NASCAR for his hospitality.

n  William Donald Maxwell, 
NA 118, passed away on July 27, 
2017 in Daytona Beach, Florida. 
Don was a Volusia County 
Deputy. During his time with 
Volusia County, he worked his 
way up from a Deputy to the 
head Administrative Lieutenant, 

implementing policies, proce-
dures, and grants to help better 
the department. During this 
time, he was the Vice President of 
the Police Benevolent Associa-
tion (PBA) statewide. 

n  Charles Frank Scavuzzo, 49 
of NA 250, died suddenly at his 
home in Port Saint Lucie, Florida 
on September 15, 2017. He is 
survived by his wife of twenty 
years, Tonya, his three wonder-
ful children, Sydney, Nicholas, 
and Lyndsey, his mother Ethel, 
and his siblings, Lori, and Robert 
Quist of Grand Rapids, MI. He is 
preceded in death by his father, 
Frank. 

Charlie was a Captain who com-
manded the Criminal Investi-
gations Division of the Saint 
Lucie County Sheriff's Office. He 
passionately served his commu-

(L-R) Colleen Tanaka, Ken Tanaka, Melanie Tanaka, Elizabeth Tanaka, Mike Barletta  

 (L-R) Doug Muldoon, Mike Chitwood, Ken Cox

(L-R) President Mike Barletta, IPP Ken Tanaka, 1st VP Daman Christensen, 2nd VP Eric Sonste-
gard, 3rd VP Craig Chew, 4th VP Eric Thunberg, Secretary Max Santiago, Treasurer Cris Trulsson, 
SAC Birnbaum.

continued on page 34
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nity through law enforcement for 
28+ years. He worked in various 
divisions including the Special In-
vestigations Unit and Road Patrol. 
He also worked alongside federal, 
state, and local agencies.

INDIANA
n  Congratulations to Captain 
Brian Nanavaty, 255th Session, on 
his retirement from the Indianapo-
lis Metro Police Department after 
33 years of service!

During his career, Nanavaty cre-
ated the Indianapolis Metro Po-
lice Department (IMPD) Office of 
Police Officer Development and 
Wellness (OPDW) and served as 
professional performance man-
ager. His innovative officer and 
agency wellness and develop-
ment programs created a culture 
of health at IMPD and resulted in 
a reduction of officer failures and 
disciplinary referrals by 40%.

He is now 
working for 
Dynamic 
Life Recov-
ery Centers 
and serves 
as National 
Director 
for First 
Responder 
Outreach, 
educating 
and connecting police, fire and 
EMS, and their peers and loved 
ones with addiction and mental 
health treatment and long-term 
recovery programs.  He is also an 
active member of the FBINAA’s 
Officer Safety & Wellness Com-
mittee (OSW) and has presented 
at the National Academy as part 
of the FBINA Enrichment series.

With his new position, Nanavaty 
has developed the ARMOR Pro-
gram. His experience and knowl-
edge recognized the sacrifice of 
first responders, and developed a 
treatment and recovery program 
focused on the following:
 • Comprehensive and 

  Personal Approach
 • Individual and Family 
  Centric Care
 • Dual Diagnosis Treatment
 • Trauma Therapy
 • Transitional and Long-Term  
  Care
 • Structured Family Recovery

In addition to creating the 
officer resiliency program at 
IMPD and the Armor program 
at Dynamic Life, Nanavaty has 
instructed thousands of of-
ficers, agency executives, union 
officials, insurance providers 
and clinicians in the areas of 
personal and career survival 
for the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) VALOR program, the 
FBINA, Safe Call Now, the Dolan 
Consulting Group and at IACP, 
ILEETA, IADLEST, NOBLE, and 
FOP conferences. Nanavaty has 
also been featured on Police 
One.com, in Law and Order 
magazine and in the FBI Law 
Enforcement Bulletin and was 
previously Adjunct Professor of 
Criminal Justice at Indiana and 
Purdue Universities. 

In 2015, Nanavaty and IMPD 
received the Destination Zero 
Valor Award from the DOJ and 
the National Memorial for his 
officer and agency wellness ini-
tiative, and in 2016, in addition 
to appearing in front of the US 
Congress on the issue of police 
officer wellness, Nanavaty was 
a finalist for the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police 
(IACP) Officer of the Year. In 
2016, the White House sent US 
Attorney General Loretta Lynch 
to Indianapolis as part of the 
President’s Task Force on 21st 
Century Policing where Lynch 
stated “Captain Nanavaty’s 
officer and agency wellness pro-
gram in Indianapolis should be 
the model for law enforcement 
across the US.”

To learn more about the ARMOR 
Program, visit:  www.dynami-
cliferecovery.com/first-respond-
er-program 

IOWA
n  Congratulations to Barry 
Thomas (Session 223) for finish-
ing his eight years of service to 
all of us on the National Board.  
Barry wrapped up his time on 
the board at the Washington 
D.C. conference.  He has agreed 
to continue to serve the Iowa 
Chapter as our Vendor Coordina-
tor.  We are grateful for Barry’s 
passion and commitment to the 
NAA at all levels.

Plans are underway for the an-
nual Spring Retrainer to be held 
in West Des Moines, April 25-27, 
2018.  Sheriff Chad Leonard (Ses-
sion 233) is our conference chair 
and host. He has put together 
an outstanding program. This 
will also be the first conference 
where Barry Thomas (Session 
223) will be in his new role. We 
are looking forward to having 
a great turnout as we will be in 
the middle of the state and hope 
everyone can attend.

Promotions
n  Captain Rex Mueller (Session 
254) was named Sioux City’s 
next Chief of Police at City Hall in 
Sioux City on Tuesday, August 15, 
2017.  Congratulations to Rex on 
his promotion!

Retirements
n  After 28½ years of service with 
the Linn County Sheriff’s Office as 
a special deputy sheriff and full-
time deputy sheriff, Major John 
Godar (Session 255) retired on 

August 25, 2017.  He has accept-
ed employment as the Program 
Manager of the Weapons Permit 
Section of the Iowa Department 
of Public 
Safety’s 
Program 
Services 
Bureau.  
We are 
looking 
forward to 
continuing 
to work 
with John 
in this new 
role. 

KANSAS/W MISSOURI
n  Rick Smith, a graduate of 
Session #233, was sworn in as the 
45th Police Chief of the Kansas 
City, MO Police Department on 
August 15, 2017. Chief Smith is a 
29-year veteran with KCPD and 
previously held the rank of Major.  
KCPD has over 1,300 sworn and 
nearly 550 civilian employees.  
Congrats to Chief Smith and we 
wish you the best as you lead 
your department forward.
  

n  Major Jim McCulloch is a 
graduate of Session #251 and 
retired on April 14, 2017 from the 
Springfield, MO Police Depart-
ment after 27 years of service. 
Jim started with the Wichita, KS 
Police Department for the first 
two years of his career before 
moving to Springfield PD. He 
served in many different ca-

Chief Rex Mueller, NA 254

Rick Smith is sworn in as Chief of Kansas City, 
MO PD

continued on page 35

Captain Nanvaty, NA 255

Major John Godar, NA 255
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pacities to include patrol, narcotics 
and criminal investigations. Jim 
served on multi-jurisdictional task 
forces over 
the years 
as well as 
commu-
nity boards 
such as the 
U.S. Attor-
ney’s Law 
Enforce-
ment Co-
ordinating 
Committee, 
Salvation Army Advisory Board, 
and the Salvation Army Red Kettle 
Committee. He rose up through 
the ranks and was the Major that 
oversaw the Investigations and 
Support 
Services 
Bureau. We 
wish Jim 
well in his 
retirement 
and thank 
him for his 
many years 
of service.

NEW 
ENGLAND
n  Peter 
Bartlett, 
Session 
#264, took 
the helm at 
the Dracut 
(MA) Police 
Depart-
ment 
in April, 
having 
previously 
served as 
the Chief in 
Hooksett, 
NH. 

In May, 
Matthew 
Canfield, 
Session 
# 257, was promoted to Chief of 
Police for the Laconia, NH Police 
Department. 

Patrick Swanick, Session #216, 
was promoted to Chief of the 
Wayland MA Police Department 
in October.

NORTHWEST
2017 Scholarship 
n  The Northwest Chapter 
is pleased to announce Em-
ily Huettl, daughter of Jeffrey 
Huettl (242nd Session), as the 
recipient of our 2017 scholarship. 
Emily graduated from Champlin 
Park High School. She is attend-
ing North Hennepin Community 
College in Brooklyn Park, MN to 
complete her general credits, 
with plans to transfer to St. Could 
State University and complete a 
degree in chemistry. Congratula-
tions Emily.
 
2017 Re-trainer 
n  The Northwest Chapter re-
trainer was held in Fargo, ND 
September 18-20. A great time, 
with outstanding speakers and 
networking opportunities, was 
had by all. Thank you to our 
sponsors & vendors, including: 
5.11 Tactical
First Tactical
Verizon
ecoATM
Wells Fargo
3X Gear
Fargo-Moorhead Convention 
& Visitor’s Bureau
Fargo-Moorhead Chamber 
D & S Beverage
Happy Harry’s Bottle Shop

PUERTO RICO
n  On a recent visit to Puerto 
Rico, Johnny Sexton, NA 115, 
met with Secretary -Treasurer 
Alfredo Fuentes-Sosa, NA 111 
in Old San Juan. Over the years, 
members of the Puerto Rico 
chapter have welcomed NA 
grads who have vacationed on 
the island.

UTAH
n  Congratulations to Danielle 
Croyle on her promotion to the 

rank of Captain with the Ogden 
City Police Department, Ogden, 
Utah, 
on July 
1, 2017. 
Captain 
Croyle 
attend-
ed the 
250th 
Session 
of the 
National 
Acad-
emy and has worked for the 
Ogden Police Department for 
24 years.

n  Congratulations to Colleen 
Nolen on her promotion to the 
rank of 
Deputy 
Chief with 
the West 
Valley City 
Police 
Depart-
ment, West 
Valley City, 
Utah, on 
06/01/2017 
and her subsequent appoint-
ment as Interim Chief on 
09/09/2017. Chief Nolen at-
tended the 249th Session of the 
National Academy.

Major Jim McCulloch

Chief Peter Bartlett, NA 264

Captain Danielle Croyle Deputy Chief Colleen Nolen

Chief Matthew Canfield, 
NA 257

Chief Patrick Swasnick, 
NA 216

Northwest Re-trainer
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by some agencies and may actually restrict them 
from implementing a BWC program or lead them 
to consider discontinuing one in the future.  

NEXT STEPS IN ILLINOIS
 The Veritatis Institute convened two fo-
rums in September and October of 2017, Oak 
Brook, IL and Springfield, IL, to review the re-
sults of the two surveys and discuss ways that 
will improve the Illinois Police and Community 
Relations Improvement Act for law enforcement 
and the citizens they serve. Issues discussed in-
cluded redaction requests and changes, flagged 
vs. unflagged video, footage loss, cost of labor, 
expectation on the use of video footage (i.e. traf-
fic accident reports), liability issues, and CSI ef-
fect. There was consensus that law enforcement 
leaders need to find a way to reduce the burden 
of FOIA requests and redactions for law enforce-
ment administration and give insight on the best 
use of BWCs to legislators.

 The next step is for law enforcement advo-
cates to meet with Illinois legislators to discuss 
improvements in the current legislation so that 
more agencies statewide will feel confident adopt-
ing BWCs in their departments/agencies.

About the Authors: William P. McCarty, Associate Professor- 
Department of Criminology, Law & Justice, University of Il-
linois at Chicago (UIC); John Furcon, Director, Research & 
Consulting, Center for Public Safety, Northwestern University, 
Rahul Kalsi, Associate, John J. Millner and Associates, Inc.

So, where there were concerns by some when we 
first started discussing cameras, with the passage 
of time and changes in attitudes towards policing, 
any perceived problems went away and the cam-
eras were a welcomed tool.”       

Examples of negative comments included:        
 “Cameras sometime go to "sleep" and 
officer(s) may not realize and push to activate 
only to find out the camera was awakened but 
not recording until second push of button.”

CONCLUSIONS FROM 2017 SURVEY
 The results from the 2017 follow-up survey 
suggest several themes.  First, similar to the re-
sponses from the 2015-2016 survey, the number of 
agencies using BWCs in Illinois appears to be very 
low, but overall sentiment of users was positive.  
Second, while most the respondents were positive 
about their experiences and would recommend 
BWCs to other agencies in the state, concerns still 
existed, mostly surrounding issues related to data 
storage, redaction, and equipment issues.   

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
 Synthesizing the results from the two sur-
veys, the Illinois Police and Community Relations 
Improvement Act, outlining the use of BWCs, 
has not proven to be a catalyst for law enforce-
ment agencies to drop the use of BWCs nor has 
the Act made it less likely for them to recom-
mend the technology to other agencies. The Act, 
though, still appears to be viewed as burdensome 

BWCs due to the requirements contained in the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body 
Camera and Management Act, 57% of the seven 
respondents planned to continue using BWCs, 
29% were unsure, and 14% planned to discon-
tinue use. The results, then, were very similar to 
those found in the 2015-2016 survey.

 Finally, in terms of the closed-ended survey 
questions, the respondents were asked, based on 
their experiences to date, if they would recom-
mend the use of BWCs to other police agencies 
in the state of Illinois. Five of the respondents 
said yes, one respondent said no, and one re-
spondent did not answer the question.

 Respondents were also given open-ended ques-
tions, where they had the opportunity to describe 
the positive and negative reasons for using BWCs. 
The positive comments included discussion of de-
creasing complaints, evidentiary benefits, and officer 
buy-in. The negative comments included data stor-
age, video and voice redaction, and equipment is-
sues. Examples of positive comments included:

 “(BWCs) Support our officers and once per-
sons know they are being recorded they aren't as 
abusive when dealing with officers. Since we had 
them we haven't gotten any complaints about of-
ficers being aggressive. I believe it tempers officers 
as well as those persons they are dealing with.”  

 “Shortly after the starting the program, a 
couple of our officers handled an incident that 
resulted in an arrest of a combative individual.  
Several months later, the individual filed a law-
suit against the officers and the department. Being 
able to review the video from both officer's cam-
eras really helped us understand the dynamics of 
what transpired during the incident and it clearly 
showed that our officers acted lawfully and appro-
priately given the behavior of the individual.”   

 “When we first started looking at using 
body-worn cameras (2011- 2012) there was some 
reluctance on the part of some of our officers and 
the police union had concerns about the proposed 
policy.  We ended up postponing the implementa-
tion of the program while we worked with area 
legislators to create legislation specific to body-
worn cameras. After the Ferguson Missouri inci-
dent, the law finally passed, albeit, quite different 
from the language that was first drafted.  By then, 
some of the police perception from the public had 
changed from when we first started developing 
our program. Police misconduct allegations were 
on the news daily. So, as a result, our officers em-
braced the body-worn cameras as they saw that 
the use of body-worn cameras were aiding officers 
all over the country with defending their actions.  

Are Body Worn Cameras the Right Fit for All Agencies? continued from page 12
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 In the early 1930’s an American theologian named Reinhold 
Niebuhr wrote the Serenity Prayer. He first wrote this prayer to be 
used at a sermon at the Heath Evangelical Union Church in Heath, 
Massachusetts, fifteen minutes from where I grew up. 

 God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, 
courage to change the things I can, and wisdom to know the difference.

 Niebuhr must have had a congregation full of police officers when 
he preached this for the first time. In post traumatic growth research, it 
was found that the ability to accept situations that cannot be changed 
is crucial for adapting to traumatic life events. Researchers call it "ac-
ceptance coping", and have determined that coming to terms with re-
ality is a significant predictor of post traumatic growth.  According to 
psychologists Tedeshi and Calhoun, post traumatic growth (PTG) or 
benefit finding refers to positive psychological change experienced as a 
result of adversity and other challenges in order to rise to a higher level 
of functioning.  Unlike resiliency, PTG is not about returning to the 
same life as it was previously experienced before a period of a traumatic 
incident; but rather it is about undergoing significant 'life-changing' 
psychological shifts in thinking and relating to the world, that contrib-
ute to a personal process of change, that is deeply meaningful.  Police 
officers who have experienced traumatic growth report a greater appre-
ciation of life; changed sense of priorities; warmer, more intimate re-
lationships; greater sense of personal strength; and recognition of new 
possibilities or paths for one's life and spiritual development. The “new 
normal” can be a new and improved normal for many who choose to 
look at their traumatic critical incident through a different set of lenses.  

 Posttraumatic growth is facilitated by relating to others, new possi-
bilities, personal strength, spiritual change, and appreciation for life.  In 
a perfect world, PTG evolves from peer support and close relationships.  
While resiliency attempts to lead us back to a baseline level of function-

ing, prior to a critical incident, PTG transcends the baseline.  Resiliency 
and PTG are both crucial in surviving a 20 – 30 year law enforcement 
career.  It bodes well for us to learn all that we can about both.  We owe 
it to ourselves and we owe it to those who care about us.

About the Author: Captain Andy Carrier joined the Georgia 
State Patrol in 1989 after a two year stint with the Richmond 
County, Georgia Sheriff’s Department. Over his career with 
GSP, he has served as a road trooper, adjunct and full time 
instructor, assistant post commander, post commander and 
assistant troop commander. Carrier also served at GSP HQ’s 
in Atlanta, where he oversaw daily operations with of the 
Honor Guard, Hostage Negotiations and the Critical Inci-
dent Support Team (peer support). As a hostage negotiator, 
Carrier was the primary negotiator in two lengthy, volatile 
standoffs that gained continuous national media coverage.  

 Carrier was a member of the security team that escorted the Olympic flame across 
the country in 1996 for the Atlanta Olympic Games. He also served as a squad leader at the 
2004 Presidential Inauguration for George W. Bush in Washington D.C., where he was part 
of a GSP security detachment.  Carrier facilitated Georgia’s first-ever three day Post Critical 
Incident Seminar (PCIS) in 2013.  The seminar, designed to assist law enforcement officers 
who have endured traumatic experiences, had officers in attendance from the Columbine, 
Virginia Tech and Sandy Hook School Shootings, as well as law enforcement officers from 
around Georgia, South Carolina, Vermont, Florida, North Carolina, Texas and Virginia.  
Carrier has been awarded the Commissioner’s Commendation on two occasions and the 
department’s Valor Award for actions above and beyond the call of duty.  He has been nomi-
nated as the Peace Officers Association of Georgia’s Officer of the Year on two occasions and 
was named FBI National Academy Associate’s Member of the Year in 2014.  

 Captain Carrier holds a BS in Criminal Justice from Brenau College, a Master of 
Public Administration from Columbus State University and a Masters in Clinical Social 
Work from the University of Georgia.  He is a graduate of Columbus State’s Law Enforce-
ment Command College and a graduate of the 245th Session of the FBI National Academy 
in Quantico, Virginia.  Carrier is a licensed mental health clinician in the states of Georgia 
and South Carolina, specializing in trauma, grief and loss and is certified Eye Movement 
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapist. Carrier resides in Augusta with his 
two children, Justin and Meghan.

Resiliency and Post Traumatic Growth continued from page 15

Progressive Policing in the 21st Century: A Blueprint for Change continued from page 21

ing a traffic ticket or making an arrest. Agencies that put this concept 
into practice will also be transparent when their actions are called into 
question.  It is critical for agencies to share information and keep the 
community informed. Policies and procedures must be in place ad-
dressing when and what information or videos can be released; this will 
go a long way to gaining the trust of the community.

 The progressive agency will consider taking advantage of current 
technology such as security cameras, body cameras, and less-than-lethal 
options, while being sensitive to budget constraints. Of course nothing 
is a substitute for a highly trained officer that has the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities to diffuse tense situations. Agency policy will dictate the 
use of this technology in accordance with best practices and mandate 
appropriate training.

 A great summary of best practices in policing can be found by 
reviewing PERF’s Guiding Principles on Use of Force (http://www.police-
forum.org/assets/30%20guiding%20principles.pdf) and the President’s 
Task Force on 21st Century Policing (https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/task-
force/TaskForce_FinalReport.pdf). In 2016, I had the opportunity to 
attend a forum led by Chuck Wexler, Executive Director of PERF, that 
discussed the recommended use-of-force principles in detail, and over 
the summer I was one of several hundred law enforcement officials invit-
ed to the White House to discuss implementation of the President’s Task 
Force recommendations.  Every chief or public safety director should 
closely read these documents and adopt agency policy, procedures, and 

trainings as required to comply with these well-researched recommen-
dations. The PERF 30 provides 30 use-of-force guidelines with which 
agencies should be in compliance. In addition, the President’s Task Force 
has Six Pillars of 21st Century Policing that every agency should strive 
for: building trust and legitimacy, policy and oversight, technology and 
social media, community policing and crime reduction, officer training 
and education, and officer safety and wellness.

 President Obama stated in his October 27, 2015, address to 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police, “Too often law en-
forcement gets scapegoated for broader failures of our society.” While this 
is true, the progressive agency has worked with the community for 
months and years in advance to address community concerns so when 
that critical event occurs, the community will be standing by and sup-
porting our police and public safety agencies. So, yes, to achieve and 
maintain excellence, police reform is needed; it always has been, always 
will be. The good news is many progressive agencies are already doing 
it, we just need to follow their example.

About the Author: Chief Schoenle has 38 years of experience in law enforcement and has 
been the chief at the University at Buffalo for the past eleven years. He is currently an ac-
creditation assessor for IACLEA and New York State (NYS) Division of Criminal Justice 
Services (DCJS).  Previously, he was an assessor for CALEA, and he was an adjunct criminal 
justice professor.  The University at Buffalo Police Department is accredited through NYS 
DCJS, received CALEA Recognition, and in 2016 achieved the gold standard of accredita-
tion for campus police and public safety through IACLEA.
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 Most of the time, the majority of the deaf 
people you’ll encounter in routine stops have 
good will towards you. They may even be a bit 
sympathetic: Many deaf people have learned 
about Sue Thomas, an American woman who is 
regarded as a bit of a hero since she became the 
first deaf person to work as an undercover special-
ist doing lip-reading of suspects for the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. But in any case, it’s likely 
that a deaf person is probably a bit more anxious 
than others you may regularly encounter simply 
because of a fear of being misunderstood. 

 If you find yourself in communication with 
a deaf or hard-of-hearing person and you aren’t 
sure it is going as well as it could, simply ask in 
writing: What sort of aids or assistance do you 
need from me? 

 Almost invariably, deaf and hard-of-hearing 
people will deeply appreciate your effort to help, 
and be grateful for the respect that you show 
them when doing it.  

About the Author: Marilyn L. Weber, president and CEO of 
DIS, is a certified sign language interpreter and has an adult 
daughter who is deaf. Marilyn has been working for more than 
25 years promoting accessible communication, and advocat-
ing for the rights of the deaf community. She has interpreted 
in thousands of professional situations, and conducts deaf 
awareness workshops, cultural diversity training, and ADA 
Compliance Consulting. Marilyn has over 2,900 hours of re-
lated professional training. Her husband John has his state of 
Texas master peace officer license. Marilyn has received several 
awards from various local and national organizations recogniz-
ing her work and dedication to the deaf community.

• Have assistive devices available. With a hard-
of-hearing person, a device that amplifies sound 
may be a perfect solution and all you need to 
fully communicate. For deaf people, a Commu-
nication Access Real-time Translation (CART) 
device can be a great help. CART uses special 
software that transcribes everything that is being 
said, word-by-word, onto a computer, projection 
screen or television that deaf people can read. 

 If arrested, a deaf person has the same right 
to call a friend or lawyer in private that everyone 
else has, so any police department you’re work-
ing with to make an arrest will probably already 
have in place a video phone that deaf people can 
use to make a Video Relay Service (VRS) call. 
These video phones connect the deaf person to 
an interpreter, who then can pass on their mes-
sages in spoken English to other relevant people. 

 Deaf rights groups and other advocacy or-
ganizations such as the ACLU are working to 
educate deaf people about possible encounters 
with law enforcement so that incidents with law 
enforcement can go as smoothly as possible. In-
creasingly, deaf people know to keep both their 
hands on the wheel if they’re in a car when a law 
enforcement agent approaches them, or to use 
other methods to alert an officer that they’re deaf 
rather than reaching for anything in a pocket in 
a way that might cause alarm. One of their first 
moves should be to point to their ears – the uni-
versal sign of deafness – to alert an officer that 
they’re deaf. 

Here are some tips: 
• Identify when you need an interpreter. If 
you’re just asking for the name and address of 
someone at the scene of a crime, you probably 
don’t need an interpreter. For longer interactions, 
such as an extended interview, on the other hand, 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) re-
quires that law enforcement agencies provide a 
deaf person with an interpreter at no charge. 

• Generally, don’t use friends or family mem-
bers as interpreters. An emotional connection 
between a deaf person and a family member or 
companion can constrain or hinder their ability 
to translate impartially and accurately. In a few 
cases – if your questions are uncomplicated, the 
need for information is pressing and the family 
member or companion is willing – then you may 
use such a person as an interpreter for short con-
versations. But as a rule try to avoid it.  

• Don’t rely on written communication. Writ-
ing a note to a deaf person to convey a message 
may work for short exchanges, but you really do 
need an interpreter for longer interviews. ASL 
actually has its own rules, grammar and struc-
ture. Many deaf people speak American Sign 
Language (ASL) as their first language, and have 
limited knowledge of English as a second lan-
guage that they aren’t fully fluent in. The two 
languages have entirely different rules and gram-
mar structures. They aren’t interchangeable, and 
you shouldn’t count on using written English 
language exchanges for discussing complex de-
tails or incidents involving shades of distinction.  

• Understand that there are real limits to lip-
reading. While it’s true that a good number of 
deaf and hard-of-hearing people can read lips to 
understand the general gist of what a person is 
saying, many can’t. Moreover, even the best lip 
readers can generally only capture about one 
third of the words you speak. Lip readers rely on 
body language and context, and any number of 
other unspoken cues to figure out what you may 
be saying. You can’t count on it as a reliable and 
explicit translation method. 

• Be conscious of your body language and 
aware of critical communication cues. You 
should find an area that’s well-lit and where 
there’s not very much noise before you begin 
speaking. You might make sure you have a deaf 
or hard-of-hearing person’s attention before you 
begin speaking by offering a light tap on the 
shoulder or a wave of a hand. Make sure only 
one person speaks at a time. Don’t chew gum 
or cover your mouth when speaking. When you 
can, use visual aids – such as pointing at a cita-
tion or other document – to make your point 
very clear. Speak slowly. 

An Unexpected Encounter: Tips for Law Enforcement Dealing With Deaf People continued from page 16
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A n MBA is often referred to as a terminal degree, or the highest educational 
 level one can reach in any particular field. Generally, people go back 

to school to get their MBA for one of two reasons: They are looking to earn 
more money in their chosen profession, or advance to a higher level that is 
unattainable without an MBA.

 Regardless of the reason, the MBA is now the most popular degree in 
the country. According to the U.S. Department of Education, the number of 
people who hold an MBA has increased by 43 percent since 2002. At present, 
there are more than 16 million people with this advanced degree. This number 
represents about 8 percent of the U.S. population.

 Advancements in technology are likely a contributing factor to the overall 
growth of individuals who hold an MBA. Being able to earn your degree 
online offers a measure of convenience that people enjoy. The William & 
Mary Online MBA is designed with working professionals in mind, with a 
flexible format that allows you to maintain career momentum while earning 
an MBA in as few as two years. The two-year time commitment is often much 
more palpable when you don’t have to attend on-campus classroom sessions, 
while also managing a day-to-day career and other responsibilities that require 
both time and attention.

 Another positive for students thinking about getting an MBA is that 
job prospects are abundant because companies are actively looking for MBA 
grads. Poets & Quants, citing research conducted by the Graduate Management 
Admission Council, wrote that 72 percent of employers participating in the 
GMAC poll stated that they were looking to hiring candidates with an MBA 
in 2015.

 On top of that, the GMAC study revealed that 18 percent of employers 
polled stated that they expected MBA salaries to be higher than the current 
inflation rate, while 47 percent believed that salary increases for those with an 
MBA would be in line with anticipated inflation.

 Either way, this is yet another positive and motivating factor for prospective 
students to enroll in an MBA program. The time commitment to complete 
the degree is well worth the investment considering the aforementioned data. 
Whether online or on-campus, going back to school and getting an MBA 
should be seen as worthwhile commitment toward your future.

THE PROS OF 
GETTING AN MBA 
FOR PROSPECTIVE 
STUDENTS

Learn more about the William & Mary Online MBA 
by calling 844.234.4076 or visit 
onlinemba.mason.wm.edu/fbinaa.
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Vecchi, and Browning (2011) are in agreement 
with Teplin (2000) in revealing other challenges 
which pertains to the de-institutionalization 
movement, and which includes the restriction of 
federal funding for mental health as well as the 
introduction of legal reforms which gave persons 
with a mental illness the right to live in the com-
munity without receiving treatment. As a result 
of this, these individuals came into contact with 
law enforcement officials more and more.

 In contemporary society, many innovative 
criminal justice programs have been developed 
for diverting some individuals having a mental 
illness from being incarcerated and allowing 
for the assistance of these selfsame individuals 
through the utilization of diversionary programs 
(i.e. mental health courts). One such approach/
special response which has been developed and 
which is used by law enforcement and mental 
health officials for the purpose of intervening/
assisting those in mental crisis is the “Crisis In-
tervention Team” (CIT).

 A review of the literature shows that the uti-
lization of a CIT has been effective in its goal of 
assisting those in mental crisis and has expanded 
all across the U.S. since its inception in Mem-
phis. Morrissey, Fagan, and Cocozza (2009) state 
that more than 300 municipal or county police 
departments across the U.S. have utilized their 
own CIT and McMains & Mullins support this 
by stating that the CIT has been endorsed by 
more than 30 states, therefore, illustrating the 
need for this type of crisis intervention.

CIT: AN INTRODUCTION 
AND OVERVIEW
 A Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) is defined 
by Browning, Van Hasselt, Tucker, and Vecchi (2011) 
as “a type police-based specialized response, which 
involves collaboration between mental health and 
law enforcement involving specialized training for 
law enforcement officers in mental health issues, 
crisis intervention/de-escalation, and service user-
friendly mental health resources”. 

CRISIS INTERVENTION, 
AND INDIVIDUALS WITH 
A MENTAL ILLNESS: 
AN INTRODUCTION

An unfortunate fact of life is that a crisis 
can occur at any time and to anyone… 

it has no respect of persons. McMains & Mullins 
(2014) define a crisis as “a situation that exceeds 
a person’s ability to cope”. This definition shows 
that a crisis can take many forms (financial, etc.). 
A crisis is a dynamic concept in that it is fluid 
in nature and has no one set pattern or frame-
work in its occurrence. A crisis intervention is 
defined by Lanceley (2003) as “an assortment of 
techniques intended to return an individual in 
crisis to their normal functioning level and to 
get them past potentially dangerous impulses”. 
The need for crisis intervention involving those 
having a mental illness is a result of the Dein-
stitutionalization Movement which occurred 
in the 1970s. Ellis (2011) states that during the 
1970s, individuals with a mental illness were de-
institutionalized (removed) from the psychiatric 
hospitals wherein they resided. He reveals that 
the goal of this movement was for the allowance 
of those suffering from chronic mental illnesses 
to become reintegrated into society, destigma-
tized, and to receive mental health services on 
an individual basis. These services would be ap-
plied by the usage of what is known as the “3R 
Conceptual Model of Care”, and which was 
comprised of the concepts of response, relapse, 
and recovery.

 The de-institutionalization of individu-
als with a mental illness was plagued by various 
challenges; Ellis discusses some of these chal-
lenges, and which includes the fact that many of 
the patients that were released had become “in-
stitutionalized” (accustomed to their controlled 
environment) and therefore, had difficulty in 
reintegrating back into the community. Other 
challenges mentioned is that of these individu-
als having little or no social skills, support, or 
resources to assist them. Tucker, Van Hasselt, 

continued on page 42
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CNT. The cross-training between these two 
entities is beneficial to both and is a com-
mon practice in contemporary society. Noesner 
(1999) points out that many law enforcement 
agencies continue to utilize a linear approach 
to crisis resolution rather than a synchronized 
approach (i.e. the relationship/collaboration 
between the CIT and CNT.

 A cross-training with or having a CIT 
officer(s) as a member of a crisis negotiations 
team is beneficial for both the CIT and CNT. 
The duties of a CIT officer acting as a member 
of a crisis negotiations team are varied but crit-
ical. Lanceley points out that while a mental 
health professional such as a CIT officer does 
not negotiate, they do provide an assessment of 
the mental state of the subject/offender, make 
recommendations for negotiation techniques 
and approaches for the CNT, and can render 
emotional and stress management support to 
the team. Kitaeff (2011) provides other areas 
of training that a mental health professional/ 
consultant such as a CIT officer should possess 
which will allow them to better operate with a 
CNT. He states that said individual(s) should 
attend a basic negotiator school and should 
also be familiar with the literature of hostage/ 
crisis negotiations, critical incident response, 
SWAT operations, and high-risk operations. 
On the other hand, CNT members should re-
ceive and/ or possess training in areas related to 
that of the CIT. It would behoove CNT mem-
bers to possess a working knowledge of the 
various mental illnesses (and their signs and 
symptoms) which may be encountered in the 
field.  CNT members should also be trained in 
various aspects of the behavioral sciences such 
as the interpretation of body language and the 
recognition of verbal cues that may arise from 
a subject/ offender.

 Another area in which CITs and CNTs 
cross-train is in that of the utilization of the 
FBI’s “Behavioral Influence Stairway Model” 
(BISM). The BISM is described by Vecchi 
(2009) as a process for developing a relation-
ship between a communicator (i.e. hostage 
negotiator, CIT member) and an individual 
in crisis which results in influencing said indi-
vidual to accept and act upon the suggestions 
made by the communicator. The BISM is 
comprised of four stages and Vecchi describes 
each stage in great detail. The stages of the 
BISM are as follows:

A) Active listening: This stage is the foundation 
of BISM. It allows the communicator to initi-
ate/encourage conversation with the individual 
in crisis, and which is done through the usage 
of various active listening skills (ALS) such as 

room didactics, experiential role-play scenarios, 
field visits to local mental health facilities, and 
the participation in a ride along program (El-
lis, 2011). The training course is very com-
prehensive and includes lectures which covers 
many topics, some of which include the policies 
and procedures of CITs, community resources 
which are available to CIT members for assist-
ing those in a mental crisis, the recognition and 
understanding of the signs and symptoms of 
mental illnesses, alcohol and drug assessment, 
crisis intervention, and de-escalation skills. For 
a more comprehensive list of the curriculum in-
volved in CIT training, the reader should refer 
to the article by Dupont et al (2007). The goal 
of CIT training, as stated by Ellis, is to train law 
enforcement personnel in redirecting individu-
als suffering from a mental illness and whom 
have engaged in noncriminal activities to the 
appropriate treatment services instead of the 
criminal justice system.

CIT AND CRISIS 
NEGOTIATIONS TEAMS 
(CNT)
 Crisis negotiations has not always been 
at the forefront of law enforcement. McMains 
& Mullins point out that prior to 1973, there 
was no training in crisis management, hostage 
negotiations, or abnormal behavior in police 
departments. O’Neill (2012) supports this fact 
by pointing out that the use of negotiations 
by law enforcement dates to the tragedy which 
occurred at the 1972 Olympic Games in Mu-
nich, Germany. McMains & Mullins discusses 
the “second generation” of negotiations in the 
1980s as having evolved from prisoners and 
terrorists to situations involving emotionally 
disturbed individuals, trapped criminals, and 
domestic incidents. They also reveal that in the 
2000s, negotiations evolved even further due to 
crisis situations having taken on a greater em-
phasis being placed upon them by the media 
and general public.

 The individuals who must attempt to 
quell the aforementioned situational types, as 
well as those involving hostages in a peaceful 
manner, are those who belong to a “Crisis 
Negotiations Team” (CNT). The evolution 
involving both the CIT and CNT is that of 
their cross-training/ blending with one another 
in order to bring about a peaceful resolution 
to critical incidents, including those involving 
individuals having a mental illness. Hostage 
situations requiring negotiations is a regularity 
in the existence of a CNT. Miller (2007) states 
that “hostage negotiations is all about psychol-
ogy”, herein is the parallelism of the CIT and 

 It has been well documented that the 
CIT was born out of a tragedy (Watson & 
Fulambarker, 2012). The CIT was created in 
1988 in Memphis, Tennessee and Browning, 
et al. (2011) recalls the event as told by Vickers 
(2000) in that it involved the Memphis Police 
Department’s responding to a call involving 
an individual who had been diagnosed with 
schizophrenia and who also was known to have 
suicidal tendencies. The subject was known to 
many officers but those responding to this par-
ticular incident were new and unfamiliar with 
the individual. The subject became agitated 
when confronted by the officers as well as by 
their demanding that he drop a knife in his pos-
session. During the course of the altercation, 
the subject made sudden movements, which 
resulted in his being fatally shot by the officers. 
As a result of this tragic event, a collaborative ef-
fort was born and which would bring about the 
creation of the CIT. Steadman, Deane, Borum, 
and Morrissey (2000) makes mention of this col-
laborative framework, and which included the 
Memphis Police Department, the local chap-
ter of the National Alliance on Mental Illness 
(NAMI), and the Universities of Memphis 
and Tennessee in developing a specialized re-
sponse team within the police department for 
the purpose of assisting those in a mental crisis. 
Dupont, Cochran, and Pillsbury (2006) defines 
NAMI as “a nonprofit, grassroots advocacy 
organization whose mission is the elimination 
of mental illnesses and to improve the qual-
ity of life for those who are affected”. One of 
the most renowned results of this collaborative 
framework was the creation of a single location 
mental healthcare facility known as “The Med”. 
Browning, et al. (2011) describes this facility as 
having a no-refusal policy for police referrals 
and a speedy intake process which allows police 
officers to admit persons with a mental illness 
and to resume their patrol duties in approxi-
mately 30 minutes time.

 The makeup of a CIT is comprised of three 
core elements: the law enforcement, the men-
tal health, and advocacy communities. Dupont, 
et al. (2007) go into great detail in describing 
these three components in their article “Crisis 
Intervention Team Core Elements”, which bears 
further reading in order to gain a greater under-
standing of each component and its role in the 
CIT. The purpose and goals of CIT are revealed 
by Dupont et al. (2007) as being twofold… the 
improvement of officer and consumer safety 
and to redirect individuals with a mental illness 
from the judicial system to the mental health 
care system. 

 The training required for CIT members 
entails a 40 hour course which consists of class-
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training exercise is widely used by CITs as well as 
by the previously discussed CCRT. The value of 
this type of training methodology is in its abil-
ity to better educate and prepare participants on 
possible real world situations from a practical 
standpoint.

 The cross-training/intermingling between 
CITs and CNTs has shown positive results. Mc-
Mains & Mullins illustrate this by providing 
the example of the Weber County Utah Sheriff’s 
Department, which has appointed a lieutenant 
to command both the department’s negotiations 
team as well as its CIT program.

CONCLUSION AND 
SUMMARY
 The history of crisis intervention has 
evolved throughout the years, allowing for per-
sons in mental crisis to receive much needed 
assistance. The crisis intervention team (CIT) 
was created as a result of a tragic event. It was 
through a collaborative effort made by various 
agencies and organizations that has made this 
method of crisis intervention possible. The CIT 
has proven to be successful in its goal of assist-
ing these individuals and has been emulated by 
law enforcement agencies nationwide. The CIT 
has been successful and has evolved beyond that 
of its original scope in that it now cross-trains 
with Crisis Negotiations Teams (CNT), and 
oftentimes, a CIT officer is a part of a CNT 
also. The cross-training involved between these 
two interventional entities consists of areas in 
the behavioral sciences such as the Behavioral 
Influence Stairway Model (BISM), which can 
assist in the de-escalation of potentially volatile 
situations. Other cross-training methods such 
as team competitions and the use of roleplay 
scenarios has been shown to be productive in 
assisting with those suffering from some form 
of crisis. 
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paraphrasing, mirroring, and summarizing their 
understanding of the individual’s plight in their 
own words.

B) Empathy: This stage alludes to an identifica-
tion with and understanding of the individual’s 
situation, feelings, and motives. Vecchi points 
out that empathy should not be confused with 
sympathy which involves pity for the individual, 
but rather allows the communicator to under-
stand and then to be understood by the indi-
vidual in crisis.

C) Rapport: Once empathy has been affirmed 
from the viewpoint of the person in crisis, a rap-
port can develop between the individual and the 
communicator and which is based upon trust 
and mutual affinity.

D) Influence: The final stage of the BISM is 
brought about by the communicator’s having 
“earned the right” to make suggestions to the 
person in crisis which pertains to identifying so-
lutions and alternative means for resolving the 
situation.

 Vecchi states that the BISM has been 
honed over the past 30 years and that it has 
been shown to be highly effective in resolving 
crisis without injury and within relatively short 
periods of time. There are other ways by which 
those in either a CIT or CNT (or both) have 
or currently use for cross-training in order to 
better meet their goals. One such method is de-
scribed by McMains & Mullins, and it is that 
of competitions amongst hostage/crisis negotia-
tions teams. They deem this type of training as 
“external training”. This competition has been 
held annually in San Marcos, Texas since 1990. 
Since mental health professionals such as CIT 
officers are frequently a member of a CNT, this 
type training is beneficial to both in the “cross-
breeding” of their skillsets. 

 Lastly, one other training method provided 
for by McMains & Mullins is that of the use of 
roleplay training, which they deem as “internal 
training” in that it can be conducted within a 
team such as a CIT/ CNT and does not require 
members to travel to compete as in the previous-
ly mentioned competition training. McMains & 
Mullins state that roleplay training is one of the 
most widely used and valuable forms of training. 
In this type training, participants are exposed to 
replicated scenarios/ situations which they may 
face in the field (i.e. hostage-takers, mentally ill 
and/ or suicidal individuals). This type of train-
ing educates participants on how to de-escalate 
potentially volatile situations and it also allows 
them to gauge their performance and to ascer-
tain areas requiring improvement. This type of 
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The 2017 hurricane season has been one for the record books.  
The first major storm was Hurricane Harvey that caused dev-

astation in the Caribbean and then the Houston area of Texas. Soon 
afterward, Hurricane Irma also struck the Caribbean before hitting 
Florida. Many members have suffered extreme to total damage from 
these storms. The Charitable Foundation has been working to get aid 
to members as we learn of their needs. Here is one story worth telling.

 Doug Hummel, a graduate of the 173rd session, and his wife 
Patty sustained major damage to their home in Naples, Florida from 
Hurricane Irma. They had direct damage from the storm itself, but it 
appears likely they were also struck by a tornado spawned by Irma.  

 A very typical “proud cop” reaction to offers of aid is “Please save 
the money for people who really need it.” As a result, the Foundation 
tries to avoid asking in advance. We simply work to get assistance in 
the member’s hands and ask that they consider paying it forward by 
supporting the Foundation in the future when they can. In this case, 
on approval the check was sent to a nearby friend and session mate, 
who set up a lunch with Doug and Patty and presented the check.   
It brought tears to their eyes, and the friend learned that the $2,000 
would pay for nearly half of their insurance deductible. We have heard 
directly from the Hummels that “The check from the FBINAA Chari-
table Foundation will help us so much!  When we get past this we will be 
making donations to pay it forward.“ 

  A core group of 173rd session graduates has remained very close 
over the years and, on hearing the story, at least one other member 
pledged in a group email to support the Foundation in the future. The 
Charitable Foundation was formed in 2010 just for stories like this!  
We hope that you will also do what you can to support your founda-
tion so that we can help more members in times of need. Please visit 
www.fbinaa.org/foundation to learn about the different ways you can 
support the FBINAA Charitable Foundation and read about all the 
ways your donation is lending support.

 Arizona and Utah have been involved in creating state programs 
to buy and install five-screen use of force simulators across their states 
for intensive training by their own officers.

 Federal asset forfeiture programs, where assets and proceeds of crimi-
nals involved in federal crimes can be seized and distributed, are also po-
tential sources of funding for such investments, as well as possible special 
assessments on traffic tickets and other fees and fines, say experts. State at-
torney generals can also potentially help procure funding for local depart-
ments through grants from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 

 Ensuring that officers and police departments have the right train-
ing tools to prepare for their work in their communities is a growing 

goal across our nation. Providing the best, most accurate realistic police 
simulator training is something we can all work to achieve to improve 
protections for the public and our officers as they do their jobs.

 Deputy Chief Cox of the St. Louis County Police Department 
agrees, adding that his department requested that its simulator include 
a variety of additional non-shooting encounters in its accompanying 
video scenarios for training in all kinds of situations.

"The police are the ones seeking this out," he said. "We 
want whatever we can possibly get to prepare our offi-
cers for a deadly force encounter or a non-deadly force 
encounter."

How Local Law Enforcement Can Collaborate to 
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